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		  cat.no.c85e-3 safety standard certified  ceramic capacitors/ high voltage  ceramic capacitors !note ?please read rating and  ! caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc.  this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. c85e.pdf jul.13,2011

 eu rohs compliant   s  all the products in this catalog comply with eu rohs.   s  eu rohs is "the european directive 2011/65/eu on the restriction of the use  of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment."   s  for more details, please refer to our website 'murata's approach for eu rohs'  (http://www.murata.com/info/rohs.html). c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 ! note ? please read rating and  ! caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ? this catalog has only typical speci? cations because there is no space for detailed speci? cations. therefore, please review our product speci? cations or consult the approval sheet for product speci? cations before ordering.

 1 contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 !note ?please read rating and  ! caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc.  this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. part numbering 2 type ky (basic insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y2- 5 type kh (basic insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y2- 7 type kx small size (reinforced insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y1- 9 type kx (reinforced insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y1- 11 type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods 13 dej series -based on the electrical appliance and material safety law of japan- 17 dej series specifications and test methods 18 safety certified ceramic capacitors characteristics data (typical example) 21 safety certified ceramic capacitors packaging 24 safety certified ceramic capacitors !caution 26 safety certified ceramic capacitors notice 29 des series (125c guaranteed/low-dissipation factor/dc500v-1kv) 30 des series specifications and test methods 32 deh series (125c guaranteed/low-dissipation factor/dc500v-3.15kv) 34 deh series specifications and test methods 37 dea series (125c guaranteed/class 1/dc1k-3.15kv) 39 dea series specifications and test methods 42 deb series (class 2/dc1k-3.15kv) 44 deb series specifications and test methods 47 dec series (class 1, 2/dc6.3kv) 49 dec series specifications and test methods 51 def series (only for lcd backlight inverter circuit/6.3kvp-p) 53 def series specifications and test methods 55 high voltage ceramic capacitors characteristics data (typical example) 57 high voltage ceramic capacitors packaging 58 high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 60 high voltage ceramic capacitors notice 67 type kj -iec60384-14 class x1, y2- 68 type kj specifications and test methods 69 safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive characteristics data (typical example) 74 safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive packaging 75 safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive !caution 76 safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive notice 79 safety certified ceramic capacitors/high voltage ceramic capacitors iso9000 certifications 80 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011

 !note ?please read rating and  ! caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc.  this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 2 o part numbering (part number) safety standard certified ceramic capacitors tcapacitance expressed by three figures. the unit is pico-farad (pf). the first  and second figures are significant digits, and the third figure  expresses the number of zeros that follow the two numbers. oindividual specification code for part number that cannot be identified without "individual  specification," it is added at the end of part number, expressed  by three-digit alphanumerics. for electrical appliance and material safety law of japan, the first  three digits (qproduct id and wseries category) express "series  name." for safety certified capacitors, the first three digits express product  code. the fourth figure expresses certified type shown in rsafety  standard certified type column. vertical crimp long vertical crimp long vertical crimp short straight long straight short vertical crimp taping straight taping t 102 y m q de u n3 r kh e e3 w 2 i a o   qproduct id wseries category etemperature characteristics rrated voltage/safety standard certified type code e2 kh ky kx ycapacitance tolerance capacitance tolerance code j k m z t5% t10% t20% w80%, y20% contents outline code 1 2 j cap. change or temp. coeff. temperature range temperature characteristics rated voltage code b3 e3 f3 1x t10% w20%,y55% w30%,y80% w350 to y1000ppm/d y25 to w85d w 20 to w85d b e f sl safety standard certified ac250v (r.m.s.) iec60384-14 class x1, y1  iec60384-14 class x1, y2  -products based on the electrical appliance and material safety law of japan- ac250v   x1, y2; ac250v, (safety standard certified type kh) x1, y2; ac250v, (safety standard certified type ky) x1, y1; ac250v, (safety standard certified type kx) product id de safety standard certified ceramic capacitors/ high voltage ceramic capacitors ulead style lead style code a2 a3 a4 a5 b2 b3 b4 b5 c3 d3 n2 n3 n4 n5 n7 p3 lead spacing pitch of components lead diameter dimensions (mm) 5 7.5 10 10 5 7.5 10 10 7.5 7.5 5 7.5 10 10 7.5 7.5 ?.6t0.05 ?.6w0.1,y0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.6w0.1, y0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.6w0.1, y0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.6t0.05 y
 y
 y
 y
 12.7 15 25.4 25.4 30 15 ipackaging packaging code a b ammo pack taping bulk

 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 3 (part number) high voltage ceramic capacitors (500v-6.3kv) tcapacitance expressed by three figures. the unit is pico-farad (pf). the first  and second figures are significant digits, and the third figure  expresses the number of zeros that follow the two numbers. oindividual specification code for part number that cannot be identified without "individual  specification,"  it is added at the end of part number, expressed  by three-digit alphanumerics. the first three digits (qproduct id and wseries category) express  "series name." vertical crimp long vertical crimp short straight long straight short vertical crimp taping straight taping t 102 y k q de u n2 r 3a e b3 w b i a o qproduct id wseries category etemperature characteristics rrated voltage code 2h 3a 3d 3f 3j lh ycapacitance tolerance capacitance tolerance code c d j k z t0.25pf t0.5pf t5% t10% w80%, y20% contents outline code a b c h s f cap. change or temp. coeff. temperature range temperature characteristics rated voltage code b3 e3 f3 c3 r3 d3 1x 2c t10% w20%,y55% w30%,y80% t20% w15%,y30% t15% w15%,y30% w20%,y30% 
 w350 to y1000ppm/d
 0t60ppm/d y25 to w85d y25 to w85d w85 to w125d y25 to w85d w85 to w125d y25 to w125d
 w20 to w85d
 w20 to w85d b e f c r d sl ch high voltage  class 1 (char. sl) dc1-3.15kv rated  class 2 dc1-3.15kv rated  class 1, 2 dc6.3kv rated  high temperature guaranteed,  low-dissipation factor  (char. r, c) high temperature guaranteed,  low-dissipation factor  (char. d) lcd backlight inverter circuit dc500v dc1kv dc2kv dc3.15kv dc6.3kv 6.3kvp-p product id de high voltage ceramic capacitors (500v-6.3kv) / safety standard certified ceramic capacitors ulead style lead style code a2 a3 a4 b2/j2 b3/j3 b4 c1 c3 c4 cd d1 d3 dd n2 n3 n7 p2 p3 lead spacing pitch of components lead diameter dimensions (mm) 5 7.5 10 5 7.5 10 5 7.5 10 7.5 5 7.5 7.5 5 7.5 7.5 5 7.5 ?.6t0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.5t0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.5t0.05 ?.5t0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.5t0.05 ?.6t0.05 ?.6t0.05 y
 y
 y
 y
 12.7 15 30 12.7 15 ipackaging packaging code a b ammo pack taping bulk

 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 4 (part number) safety standard certified ceramic capacitors for automotive tcapacitance expressed by three figures. the unit is pico-farad (pf). the first  and second figures are significant digits, and the third figure  expresses the number of zeros that follow the two numbers. oindividual specification code for part number that cannot be identified without "individual  specification," it is added at the end of part number, expressed  by three-digit alphanumerics. the first three digits express product code. the fourth figure  expresses certified type shown in rsafety standard certified type  column. vertical crimp long vertical crimp short vertical crimp taping t 102 y m q de u n3 r kj e e3 w 6 i a o   qproduct id wseries category etemperature characteristics rrated voltage/safety standard certified type code kj ycapacitance tolerance capacitance tolerance code k m t10% t20% contents outline code 6 cap. change or temp. coeff. temperature range temperature characteristics rated voltage code b3 e3 t10% w20%,y55% y25 to w85d b e safety standard certified iec60384-14 class x1, y2 x1, y2; ac300v, (safety standard certified type kj) product id de safety standard certified ceramic capacitors/ high voltage ceramic capacitors ulead style lead style code a3 b3 n3 lead spacing pitch of components lead diameter dimensions (mm) 7.5 ?.6 t0.05 y
 y
 15 ipackaging packaging code a b ammo pack taping bulk

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 5 1 !note ?please read rating and  ! caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc.  this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. safety standard certified ceramic capacitors type ky (basic insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y2- ? f 1.0 (in mm) d max. 25.0 min. e t max. 3.0 max. lead code coating extension e a2, a3 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a2, a3) ? f 0.8 d max. e t max. 3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 (in mm) lead code coating extension e b2, b3 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 6 1 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. lead spacing f=7.5mm part number ac rated voltage (vac) temp. char. capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping (1) de21xky100jpppm02 250 sl 10  5% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de21xky150jpppm02 250 sl 15  5% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de21xky220jpppm02 250 sl 22  5% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de21xky330jpppm02 250 sl 33  5% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de21xky470jpppm02 250 sl 47  5% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de21xky680jpppm02 250 sl 68  5% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3ky101kpppm02 250 b 100  10% 7 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3ky151kpppm02 250 b 150  10% 7 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3ky221kpppm02 250 b 220  10% 7 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3ky331kpppm02 250 b 330  10% 7 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3ky471kpppm02 250 b 470  10% 7 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3ky681kpppm02 250 b 680  10% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3ky102mpppm02 250 e 1000  20% 7 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3ky152mpppm02 250 e 1500  20% 7 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3ky222mpppm02 250 e 2200  20% 8 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3ky332mpppm02 250 e 3300  20% 9 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3ky472mpppm02 250 e 4700  20% 10 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2f3ky103mpppm02 250 f 10000  20% 14 max. 7.5 5.0 max. a3b b3b n3a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the 3 columns on the right for the appropriate code. individual specification code "m02" expresses "simplicity marking and guarantee of dielectric strength between lead wires: ac2600v."  murata part numbers might be changed depending on lead code or any other changes. therefore, please specify only the type name (ky) and capacitance of products in the parts list when it is required for applying safety standard of electric equipment. lead spacing f=5mm part number ac rated voltage (vac) temp. char. capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping (1) DE21XKY100JPPPM01 250 sl 10  5% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de21xky150jpppm01 250 sl 15  5% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de21xky220jpppm01 250 sl 22  5% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de21xky330jpppm01 250 sl 33  5% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de21xky470jpppm01 250 sl 47  5% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de21xky680jpppm01 250 sl 68  5% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2b3ky101kpppm01 250 b 100  10% 7 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2b3ky151kpppm01 250 b 150  10% 7 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2b3ky221kpppm01 250 b 220  10% 7 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2b3ky331kpppm01 250 b 330  10% 7 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2b3ky471kpppm01 250 b 470  10% 7 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2b3ky681kpppm01 250 b 680  10% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2e3ky102mpppm01 250 e 1000  20% 7 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2e3ky152mpppm01 250 e 1500  20% 7 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2e3ky222mpppm01 250 e 2200  20% 8 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2e3ky332mpppm01 250 e 3300  20% 9 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a de2e3ky472mpppm01 250 e 4700  20% 10 max. 5.0 5.0 max. a2b b2b n2a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the 3 columns on the right for the appropriate code. individual specification code "m01" expresses "simplicity marking and guarantee of dielectric strength between lead wires: ac2000v."  murata part numbers might be changed depending on lead code or any other changes. therefore, please specify only the type name (ky) and capacitance of products in the parts list when it is required for applying safety standard of electric equipment.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 7 2 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. safety standard certified ceramic capacitors type kh (basic insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y2- n   features 1. operating temperature range guaranteed up to 125     degrees (ul: 85 deg.). 2. dielectric strength: ac2600v 3. class x1/y2 capacitors certified by      ul/csa/vde/bsi/semko/demko/fimko/nemko/esti/     nsw. 4. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin (conforming     to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 5. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications ideal for use as x/y capacitors for ac line filters and  primary-secondary coupling on switching power supplies  and ac adapters.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. ? f 1.0 (in mm) d max. 25.0 min. e t max. 3.0 max. lead code coating extension e a3 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a3) ? f 0.8 d max. e t max. 3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 (in mm) lead code coating extension e b3 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp short (b3) n   standard certification standard no. rated voltage certified no. ul csa vde bsi semko demko fimko nemko esti nsw e37921 1343805 40002796 km 37901 812163 314578 24195 p08209182 08.0708 6529 ac250v(r.m.s.) ul1414 csa e60384-14 iec 60384-14  en 60384-14 en 60065 (8.8, 14.2) iec 60384-14  en 60384-14 iec 60384-14 en 60384-14 iec 60384-14 as3250 ?the certification number might change due to revision of the application   standard and changes in the range of acquisition. ?please contact us when the certification of chinese safety standard or south    korean safety standard is necessary. n   marking q type designation  w nominal capacitance (marked with 3 figures) e capacitance tolerance r company name code       : made in taiwan          : made in thailand t manufactured date code ul approval mark csa approval mark vde approval mark bsi approval mark semko approval mark demko approval mark fimko approval mark nemko approval mark esti approval mark class code rated voltage mark  kh 
 
 bsi x1y2 250~ fi n d kh472m x1y2 bsi q w e r t 8 16 mj502 250~ example item fi n mj502 8 15 d

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 8 2 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. part number ac rated voltage (vac) temp. char. capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping (1) de2b3kh101kppp 250 b 100  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3kh151kppp 250 b 150  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3kh221kppp 250 b 220  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3kh331kppp 250 b 330  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3kh471kppp 250 b 470  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2b3kh681kppp 250 b 680  10% 9 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3kh102mppp 250 e 1000  20% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3kh152mppp 250 e 1500  20% 9 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3kh222mppp 250 e 2200  20% 10 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3kh332mppp 250 e 3300  20% 12 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2e3kh472mppp 250 e 4700  20% 13 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de2f3kh103mppp 250 f 10000  20% 16 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n7a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the 3 columns on the right for the appropriate code. murata part numbers might be changed depending on lead code or any other changes. therefore, please specify only the type name (kh) and capacitance of products in the parts list when it is required for applying safety standard of electric equipment.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 9 3 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. safety standard certified ceramic capacitors type kx small size (reinforced insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y1- n   features 1. we design capacitors much more compact in size than     current type kx, having reduced the diameter      by 20% max. 2. operating temperature range guaranteed up to 125      degrees (ul: 85 deg.). 3. dielectric strength: ac4000v 4. class x1/y1 capacitors certified by      ul/csa/vde/bsi/semko/demko/fimko/nemko/esti/     imq. 5. can be use with a component in appliances      requiring reinforced insulation and double      insulation based on ul1492, iec60065 and iec60950. 6. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin (conforming     to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 7. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications 1. ideal for use as x/y capacitors for ac line filters      and primary-secondary coupling on switching power      supplies and ac adapters. 2. ideal for use on d-a isolation and noise absorption      for daa modems without transformers.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment.   *: small sized type kx differs from current type kx     in electrical characteristics, such as the voltage     dependency, capacitance temperature dependency,     and dielectric strength.     therefore, before replacing current type kx,      please make a performance check by equipment.     please also refer to notice (rating) item 2,      "performance check by equipment," below. ? f 1.0 (in mm) d max. 25.0 min. e t max. 3.0 max. lead code coating extension e a4 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a4) ? f 0.8 d max. e t max. 3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 (in mm) lead code coating extension e b4 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp short (b4)

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 10 3 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   standard certification standard no. rated voltage certified no. ul csa vde bsi semko demko fimko nemko esti imq e37921 1343810 40002831 km 37901 812158 314577 24191 p08209173 08.0707 v4069 ac250v(r.m.s.) ul1414 csa e60384-14 iec 60384-14 en 60384-14 en 60065 (8.8, 14.2) iec 60384-14 en 60384-14 iec 60384-14 en 60384-14 en 60384-14 ?the certification number might change due to revision of the application   standard and changes in the range of acquisition. ?please contact us when the certification of chinese safety standard or south    korean safety standard is necessary. n   marking t manufactured date code class code          x1y1 rated voltage mark           250~ e capacitance tolerance w nominal capacitance (marked with 3 figures) q type designation   kx 472m kx250~ x1 y1 8 16 q w e r t example item r company name code        : made in taiwan          : made in thailand 8 15 part number ac rated voltage (vac) temp. char. capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping (1) de1b3kx101kpppl01 250 b 100  10% 8 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1b3kx151kpppl01 250 b 150  10% 8 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1b3kx221kpppl01 250 b 220  10% 8 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1b3kx331kpppl01 250 b 330  10% 8 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1b3kx471kpppl01 250 b 470  10% 8 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1b3kx681kpppl01 250 b 680  10% 9 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1e3kx102mpppl01 250 e 1000  20% 7 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1e3kx152mpppl01 250 e 1500  20% 8 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1e3kx222mpppl01 250 e 2200  20% 9 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1e3kx332mpppl01 250 e 3300  20% 10 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a de1e3kx472mpppl01 250 e 4700  20% 12 max. 10.0 7.0 max. a4b b4b n4a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the 3 columns on the right for the appropriate code. murata part numbers might be changed depending on lead code or any other changes. therefore, please specify only the type name (kx) and capacitance of products in the parts list when it is required for applying safety standard of electric equipment.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 11 4 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. safety standard certified ceramic capacitors type kx (reinforced insulation) -iec60384-14 class x1, y1- n   features 1. operating temperature range guaranteed up to 125      degrees (ul: 85 deg.). 2. dielectric strength: ac4000v 3. class x1/y1 capacitors certified by      ul/csa/vde/bsi/semko/demko/fimko/nemko/esti/     imq. 4. can be use with a component in appliances      requiring reinforced insulation and double      insulation based on ul1492, iec60065 and iec60950. 5. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin (conforming     to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 6. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications ideal for use as x/y capacitors for ac line filters and  primary-secondary coupling on switching power supplies  and ac adapters.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. ? f 1.0 (in mm) d max. 25.0 min. e t max. 4.0 max. lead code coating extension e a5 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.1   0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a5) ? f 0.8 d max. e t max. 4.0 max. 5.0 1.0 (in mm) lead code coating extension e b5 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.1   0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp short (b5) n   standard certification standard no. rated voltage certified no. ul csa vde bsi semko demko fimko nemko esti imq e37921 1343810 40002831 km 37901 812158 314577 24191 p08209173 08.0707 v4069 ac250v(r.m.s.) ul1414 csa e60384-14 iec 60384-14 en 60384-14 en 60065 (8.8, 14.2) iec 60384-14 en 60384-14 iec 60384-14 en 60384-14 en 60384-14 ?the certification number might change due to revision of the application   standard and changes in the range of acquisition. ?please contact us when the certification of chinese safety standard or south    korean safety standard is necessary. n   marking fi n d fi n d kx222m x1y1 bsi q w e r t 8 16 mj502 250~ example item mj502 q type designation w nominal capacitance (under 100pf: actual value, 100pf and over: marked with 3 figures) e capacitance tolerance r company name code       : made in taiwan          : made in thailand t manufactured date code ul approval mark csa approval mark vde approval mark bsi approval mark  semko approval mark demko approval mark fimko approval mark nemko approval mark esti approval mark imq approval mark class code rated voltage mark  kx bsi x1y1 250~ 8 15

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 12 4 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. part number ac rated voltage (vac) temp. char. capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping (1) de11xkx100jppp 250 sl 10  5% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de11xkx150jppp 250 sl 15  5% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de11xkx220jppp 250 sl 22  5% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de11xkx330jppp 250 sl 33  5% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de11xkx470jppp 250 sl 47  5% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de11xkx680jppp 250 sl 68  5% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1b3kx101kppp 250 b 100  10% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1b3kx151kppp 250 b 150  10% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1b3kx221kppp 250 b 220  10% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1b3kx331kppp 250 b 330  10% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1b3kx471kppp 250 b 470  10% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1b3kx681kppp 250 b 680  10% 10 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1e3kx102mpppa01 250 e 1000  20% 8 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1e3kx152mpppa01 250 e 1500  20% 9 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1e3kx222mpppa01 250 e 2200  20% 10 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1e3kx332mpppa01 250 e 3300  20% 12 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1e3kx392mpppa01 250 e 3900  20% 13 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a de1e3kx472mpppa01 250 e 4700  20% 15 max. 10.0 8.0 max. a5b b5b n5a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the 3 columns on the right for the appropriate code. murata part numbers might be changed depending on lead code or any other changes. therefore, please specify only the type name (kx) and capacitance of products in the parts list when it is required for applying safety standard of electric equipment.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods continued on the following page. char. specifications d.f.v2.5% d.f.v5.0% qu400+20c* 1 (cf30pf) qu1000         (cu30pf) b, e f sl char. capacitance change within  10% within  +20 ?5 % within  +30 ?0 % b e f char. temperature coefficient +350 to -1000ppm/c sl type test voltage ac2600v(r.m.s.) ac2600v(r.m.s.) ac4000v(r.m.s.) ky kh kx step temperature (?) 20 2 -25 2 20 2 85 2 20 2 1 2 3 4 5 type test voltage for lead spacing f=5mm ac2000v(r.m.s.) for lead spacing f=7.5mm ac2600v(r.m.s.) ac2600v(r.m.s.) ac4000v(r.m.s.) ky kh kx * 1  "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into molten  solder for 2 0.5 sec. the depth of immersion is up to about 1.5 to 2.0mm from the  root of lead wires. temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 245 5c h63 eutectic solder 235 5c 8 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with uniform coating  on the axial direction over 3/4 of the circumferential  direction. the capacitance measurement should be made at each step  specified in table 3. 
 7 temperature characteristics      (temp. range: -25 to +85c)      (temp. range: +20 to +85c) the capacitor should not be damaged when the test voltages  from table 1 are applied between the lead wires for 60 sec. 
 6 dielectric  strength between lead  wires no failure body insulation no failure first, the terminals of the capacitor  should be connected together. then,  as shown in the figure at right, a metal  foil should be closely wrapped around  the body of the capacitor to the  distance of about 3 to 6mm from  each terminal. then, the capacitor should be inserted  into a container filled with metal balls  of about 1mm diameter. finally, ac  voltage from table 2 is applied for 60 sec. between the  capacitor lead wires and metal balls. 
 the insulation resistance should be measured with  dc500 50v within 60 5 sec. of charging. the voltage should be applied to the capacitor through a  resistor of 1m. 5 insulation resistance (i.r.) 10000m min. 4 dissipation factor (d.f.) q the capacitance, dissipation factor and q should be measured  at 20?c with 1 0.1khz (char. sl: 1 0.1mhz) and ac5v(r.m.s.)  max. 3 capacitance within specified tolerance the capacitor should be visually inspected. 2 marking to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of  defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 1 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are within  specified range. no. test method specifications item operating temperature range: -25 to +125c (-25 to +85c for ul standards ) metal foil about 3 to 6mm metal balls type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods 13 4 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods continued from the preceding page. continued on the following page. apply the rated voltage for 500 12 hrs. at 40 2c in 90 to 95%  relative humidity. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 2 13 humidity loading appearance no marked defect i.r. 3000m min. d.f. q capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 set the capacitor for 500 12 hrs. at 40 2c in 90 to 95%  relative humidity. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 2 12 humidity (under  steady  state) appearance no marked defect i.r. 3000m min. d.f. q capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead  wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in  total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change  from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs., 2 hrs. each in 3 mutually  perpendicular directions. 11 vibration  resistance appearance no marked defect capacitance within the specified tolerance d.f. q first the capacitor should be  stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead  wires should be immersed in  solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to  2.0mm from the root of terminal  for 7.5+0/-1 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 85 2c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 2  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 2 10 soldering  effect (on-preheat) appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. capacitance change within  10% dielectric strength per item 6 as shown in the figure, the lead  wires should be immersed in  solder of 350 10c or 260 5c up  to 1.5 to 2.0mm from the root of  terminal for 3.5 0.5 sec. (10 1  sec. for 260 5c). pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 85 2c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 2  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 2 9 soldering  effect (non-preheat) appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. capacitance change within  10% dielectric strength per item 6 char. specifications d.f.v2.5% d.f.v5.0% qu400+20c* 1 (cf30pf) qu1000         (cu30pf) b, e f sl char. capacitance change within  10% within  15% within    5% b e, f sl char. capacitance change within  10% within  15% within    5% b e, f sl char. specifications d.f.v5.0% d.f.v7.5% qu275+5/2c* 1 (cf30pf) qu350            (cu30pf) b, e f sl char. specifications d.f.v5.0% d.f.v7.5% qu275+5/2c* 1 (cf30pf) qu350            (cu30pf) b, e f sl * 1  "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). * 2  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa no. test method specifications item               thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder               thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods 14 4 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods continued from the preceding page. cycle time (sec.) 30 max. 60 max. 1 to 4 5 applied voltage ac425v(r.m.s.), except that once each hour the voltage  is increased to ac1000v(r.m.s.) for 0.1 sec. continued on the following page. * 2  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa the capacitor should be individually wrapped in at least one but  not more than two complete layers of cheesecloth. the  capacitor should be subjected to 20 discharges. the interval  between successive discharges should be 5 sec. the u ac   should be maintained for 2 min. after the last discharge. c 1,2 : 1f 10% c 3 : 0.033f 5% 10kv l 1 to 4 : 1.5mh 20% 16a rod core choke c t : 3f 5% 10kv r : 100 ? 2% c x : capacitor under test u ac : u r  5% f : fuse, rated 10a u r : rated voltage u t : voltage applied to c t 17 active flammability the cheesecloth should not be on fire. as shown in the figure at right, fix the body  of the capacitor and apply a tensile weight  gradually to each lead wire in the radial  direction of the capacitor up to 10n and keep  it for 10 1 sec. 16 robustness  of  terminations tensile lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should  not be broken. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n of weight and bent  90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returned to its  original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the  rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. the capacitor should be subjected to applied flame for 15 sec.  and then removed for 15 sec. until 5 cycles are completed. 15 flame test the capacitor flame extinguishes as follows. impulse voltage each individual capacitor should be subjected to a 5kv (type  kx: 8kv) impulses for three times. then the capacitors are  applied to life test. front time (t 1 ) =1.2s=1.67t time to half-value (t 2 ) =50s apply a voltage from table 4 for 1000 hrs. at 125+2/-0c, and  relative humidity of 50% max. 
 post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 2 14 life appearance no marked defect i.r. 3000m min. capacitance change within  20% dielectric strength per item 6 no. test method specifications item u x 5kv time w capacitor flame 76 20 38 127 gas burner: inside dia. 9.5 (in mm) 30 0 t 50 90 100 (%) t t 2 t 1 u t c t c x c 3 c 2 l 1 l 3 l 2 r l 4 c 1 s 2 tr s 1 u ac f oscilloscope type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods 15 4 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods continued from the preceding page. char. capacitance change within  10% within  20% within    5% b e, f sl char. specifications d.f.v5.0% d.f.v7.5% qu275+5/2c* 1 (cf30pf) qu350            (cu30pf) b, e f sl step temperature (?) -25+0/-3 room temp. 125+3/-0 room temp. time (min) 30 3 30 3 1 2 3 4 step temperature (?) 65+5/-0 0 3 time (min) 15 15 immersion  water clean water salt water 1 2 * 1  "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). * 2  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles,  then consecutively to 2 immersion cycles.  cycle time: 5 cycles  cycle time: 2 cycles pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 2  for 24 2 hrs. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 2 19 temperature and immersion cycle appearance no marked defect i.r. 3000m min. d.f. q capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 the capacitor under test should be held in the flame in the  position that best promotes burning. each specimen should  only be exposed once to the flame. time of exposure to flame:  30 sec. length of flame : 12  1mm gas burner : length 35mm min.   inside dia. 0.5  0.1mm   outside dia. 0.9mm max. gas : butane gas purity 95% min. 18 passive flammability the burning time should not exceed 30 sec. the tissue paper should not ignite. no. test method specifications item about 8mm 200t5mm test specimen tissue about 10mm thick board 45 type ky/kh/kx specifications and test methods 16 4 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 17 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. safety standard certified ceramic capacitors dej series based on the electrical appliance and material safety law of japan n   features 1. this type is based on the electrical appliance and     material safety law of japan (separated table 4). 2. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin (conforming     to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 3. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications ideal for use on ac line filters and primary-secondary  coupling for switching power supplies and ac adapters.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. lead code coating extension e a3 c3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 25.0 min. e ?d 25.0 min. f 1.0 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a3)  straight long (c3) d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 f 0.8 e ?d 5.0 1.0 lead code coating extension e b3 d3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 [bulk] vertical crimp short (b3) straight short (d3) n   marking temp. char. nominal body diameter manufactured date code abbreviation e, f manufacturer's identification rated voltage marked with code capacitance tolerance marked with code nominal capacitance ?-11mm ?-8mm marked with 3 figures 102z 250~ 16 marked with  (omitted for nominal body diameter  ?mm and under) 332z 250~    16 part number ac rated voltage (vac) temp. char. capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping (1) lead package taping (2) deje3e2102zppp 250 e 1000 +80/-20% 7 max. 7.5 4.0 max. c3b d3b n2a p3a deje3e2222zppp 250 e 2200 +80/-20% 8 max. 7.5 4.0 max. a3b b3b n2a n3a deje3e2332zppp 250 e 3300 +80/-20% 9 max. 7.5 4.0 max. a3b b3b n2a n3a deje3e2472zppp 250 e 4700 +80/-20% 11 max. 7.5 4.0 max. a3b b3b n2a n3a dejf3e2472zppp 250 f 4700 +80/-20% 8 max. 7.5 4.0 max. a3b b3b n2a n3a dejf3e2103zppp 250 f 10000 +80/-20% 11 max. 7.5 4.0 max. a3b b3b n2a n3a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the 3 columns on the right for the appropriate code. taping (1): lead spacing f=5.0mm, taping (2): lead spacing f=7.5mm. 

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dej series (which meet japanese law) specifications and test methods char. specifications d.f.v2.5% d.f.v5.0% e f char. capacitance change within  +20 ?5 % within  +30 ?0 % e f step temperature (?) 20 2 -25 2 20 2 85 2 20 2 1 2 3 4 5 cd vs 0.001f dc10kv continued on the following page. the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into molten  solder for 2 0.5 sec. the depth of immersion is up to about 1.5 to 2.0mm from the  root of lead wires. temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 245 5c h63 eutectic solder 235 5c 9 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with uniform coating  on the axial direction over 3/4 of the circumferential  direction. as in figure 1, discharge is made 50 times at 5 sec. intervals  from the capacitor (cd) charged at dc voltage of specified. fig.1 c t : capacitor under test r 2 : 100m s: high-voltage switch r 3 : surge resistance r 1 : 1000 8 discharge  test appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. dielectric strength per item 6 the capacitance measurement should be made at each step  specified in table 1. 
 7 temperature characteristics the capacitor should not be damaged when ac1500v(r.m.s.)  are applied between the lead wires for 60 sec. 6 dielectric  strength between lead  wires no failure body insulation no failure first, the terminals of the capacitor should be connected  together. then, as shown in the figure at right,  the capacitor should be immersed  into 10% salt solution up to a position  of about 3 to 4mm apart from the  terminals. finally, ac1500v(r.m.s.) is applied  for 60 sec. between the capacitor lead  wires and electrode plate. the insulation resistance should be measured with  dc500 50v within 60 5 sec. of charging. 5 insulation resistance (i.r.) 10000m min. the dissipation factor should be measured at 20?c with  1 0.1khz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 4 dissipation factor (d.f.) the capacitance should be measured at 20?c with 1 0.1khz  and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 3 capacitance within specified tolerance the capacitor should be visually inspected. 2 marking to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of  defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 1 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are within  specified range. no. test method specifications item operating temperature range: -25 to +85c vs r 3 r 1 r 2 s cd ct about 3 to 4mm electrode plate 10% salt solution dej series specifications and test methods 18 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dej series (which meet japanese law) specifications and test methods continued from the preceding page. char. specifications d.f.v5.0% d.f.v7.5% e f char. capacitance change within  20% within  30% e f continued on the following page. * 1  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa the capacitor should be subjected to 40 2?c, relative humidity  of 90 to 98% for 8 hrs., and then removed in room temperature  for 16 hrs. until 5 cycles are completed. pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 15 humidity insulation appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. d.f. capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 char. specifications d.f.v5.0% d.f.v7.5% e f char. capacitance change within  20% within  30% e f char. specifications d.f.v2.5% d.f.v5.0% e f set the capacitor for 500 12 hrs. at 40 2?c in 90 to 95%  relative humidity. pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 14 humidity (under  steady  state) appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. d.f. capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 the capacitor should be immersed into a isopropyl alcohol for  30 5 sec. 13 solvent  resistance appearance no marked defect the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead  wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in  total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change  from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs., 2 hrs. each in 3 mutually perpendicular  directions. 12 vibration  resistance appearance no marked defect capacitance within the specified tolerance d.f. first the capacitor should be  stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead  wires should be immersed in  solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to  2.0mm from the root of terminal  for 7.5+0/-1 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at  room condition.* 1 11 soldering effect (on-preheat) appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. dielectric strength per item 6 as shown in the figure, the lead  wires should be immersed in  solder of 350 10?c up to 1.5 to  2.0mm from the root of terminal for  3.5 0.5 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at room  condition.* 1 10 soldering effect (non-preheat) appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. dielectric strength per item 6 no. test method specifications item              thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder               thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder dej series specifications and test methods 19 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dej series (which meet japanese law) specifications and test methods char. specifications d.f.v5.0% d.f.v7.5% e f cycle time (sec.) 15 max. 60 max. 1 to 2 3 char. capacitance change within  20% within  30% e f char. specifications d.f.v5.0% d.f.v7.5% e f char. capacitance change within  20% within  30% e f step temperature (?) -25+0/-3 room temp. 85+3/-0 room temp. time (min) 30 3 30 3 1 2 3 4 step temperature (?) 65+5/-0 0 3 time (min) 15 15 immersion  water clean water salt water 1 2 applied voltage ac500v(r.m.s.), except that once each hour the voltage  is increased to ac1000v(r.m.s.) for 0.1 sec. * 1  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles,  then consecutively to 2 immersion cycles.  cycle time: 5 cycles  cycle time: 2 cycles pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1  for 24 2 hrs. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at room condition.* 1 20 temperature and immersion cycle appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. d.f. capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 as shown in the figure at right, fix the body of the  capacitor, apply a tensile weight gradually to  each lead wire in the radial direction of the  capacitor up to 10n and keep it for 10 1 sec. 19 robustness  of  terminations tensile lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should  not be broken. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n of weight and bent  90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returned to its  original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the  rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. the capacitor should be subjected  to applied flame for 15 sec. and then  removed for 15 sec. until 3 cycles  are completed. 18 flame test the capacitor flame discontinued as follows. apply a voltage from table 2 for 1500 hrs. at 85 2?c, relative  humidity 50% max. 
 pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at room condition.* 1 17 life appearance no marked defect dielectric strength per item 6 apply the rated voltage for 500 12 hrs. at 40 2?c in 90 to 95%  relative humidity. pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 85 2?c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1  for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 16 humidity loading appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. d.f. capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 no. test method specifications item continued from the preceding page. capacitor gas burner: inside dia. 9.5 (in mm) flame 76 20 38 127 w i.r. 1000m min. capacitance change char. capacitance change within  20% within  30% e f dej series specifications and test methods 20 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety certified ceramic capacitors characteristics data (typical example) 21 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   capacitance - temperature characteristics b b e temperature (c) -40 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80 -100 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 cap. change (%) e f f sl sl n   insertion loss - frequency characteristics  type ky 0 10 20 30 40 50 1 10 100 1000 frequency (mhz) insertion loss (db) type ky signal power: 1mw ac240v(r.m.s.) / 60hz is applied on the capacitor. (1) de2b3ky101ka2bm01 (2) de2b3ky221ka2bm01 (3) de2b3ky471ka2bm01 (4) de2e3ky102ma2bm01 (5) de2e3ky222ma2bm01 (6) de2e3ky472ma2bm01 (7) de2f3ky103ma3bm02 (6) (7) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) type kh 0 10 20 30 40 50 1 10 100 1000 frequency (mhz) insertion loss (db) type kh signal power: 1mw ac240v(r.m.s.) / 60hz is applied on the capacitor. (1) de2b3kh101ka3b (2) de2b3kh221ka3b (3) de2b3kh471ka3b (4) de2e3kh102ma3b (5) de2e3kh222ma3b (6) de2e3kh472ma3b (7) de2f3kh103ma3b (7) (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) type kx small size 0 10 20 30 40 50 1 10 100 1000 frequency (mhz) insertion loss (db) type kx small size signal power: 1mw ac240v(r.m.s.) / 60hz is applied on the capacitor. (1) de1b3kx101ka4bl01 (2) de1b3kx221ka4bl01 (3) de1b3kx471ka4bl01 (4) de1e3kx102ma4bl01 (5) de1e3kx222ma4bl01 (6) de1e3kx472ma4bl01 (6) (5) (4) (3) (1) (2) type kx 0 10 20 30 40 1 10 100 1000 frequency (mhz) insertion loss (db) type kx signal power: 1mw ac240v(r.m.s.) / 60hz is applied on the capacitor. (1) de1b3kx101ka5b (2) de1b3kx221ka5b (3) de1b3kx471ka5b (4) de1e3kx102ma5ba01 (5) de1e3kx222ma5ba01 (6) de1e3kx472ma5ba01 (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1)

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety certified ceramic capacitors characteristics data (typical example) 22 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   leakage current characteristics 1.0 ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c type ky (b char.) 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0 1000 2000 3000 ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] de2b3ky471ka2bm01 de2b3ky221ka2bm01 de2b3ky101ka2bm01 type ky (e,f char.) 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 0 1000 2000 3000 ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c de2f3ky103ma3bm02 de2e3ky472ma2bm01 de2e3ky222ma2bm01 de2e3ky102ma2bm01 leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] 1.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c type kh (b char.) type kh (e, f char.) 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0 1000 2000 3000 0 1000 2000 3000 ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] de2b3kh471ka3b de2b3kh221ka3b de2b3kh101ka3b de2f3kh103ma3b de2e3kh472ma3b de2e3kh222ma3b de2e3kh102ma3b 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c type kx small size (b char.) type kx small size (e char.) ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 de1b3kx101ka4bl01 de1b3kx221ka4bl01 de1b3kx471ka4bl01 de1e3kx102ma4bl01 de1e3kx222ma4bl01 de1e3kx472ma4bl01 continued on the following page.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety certified ceramic capacitors characteristics data (typical example) 23 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. continued from the preceding page. 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c type kx (b char.) type kx (e char.) ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] de1b3kx471ka5b de1b3kx221ka5b de1b3kx101ka5b de1e3kx472ma5ba01 de1e3kx222ma5ba01 de1e3kx102ma5ba01

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 item pitch of component pitch of sprocket hole lead spacing length from hole center to component center length from hole center to lead body diameter deviation along tape, left or right carrier tape width position of sprocket hole lead distance between reference  and bottom planes protrusion length diameter of sprocket hole lead diameter total tape thickness total thickness, tape and lead wire body thickness portion to cut in case of defect hold down tape width hold down tape position coating extension on lead deviation across tape, front deviation across tape, rear p p 0 f p 2 p 1 d ?s w w 1 h 0 h r ? 0 ? t 1 t 2 t l w 0 w 2 e ?h 1 ?h 2 12.7 1.0 12.7 0.3   5.0        6.35 1.3 3.85 0.7 15.0 2.0 15.0 0.3   7.5 1.0   7.5 1.5 3.75 1.0 0 2.0 0 1.0 30.0 2.0 see the individual product specifications. 18.0 0.5 9.0 0.5 +0.5 to -1.0 4.0 0.1 0.6 0.3 1.5 max. see the individual product specifications. 11.0         11.5 min. 1.5 1.5 20.0         25.4 2.0 12.7 0.3 10.0 1.0  7.7 1.5 2.0 max. 1.0 max. (in mm) n2 n3 p3 n7 n4 n5 code +0.8 ?.2 +1.5 ?.0 18.0           +2.0 ? 18.0          +2.0 ? +0 ?.0     12.7mm pitch / lead spacing 5mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n2)     15mm pitch / lead spacing 7.5mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n3) 0.6 0.05     30mm pitch / lead spacing 7.5mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n7)     25.4mm pitch / lead spacing 10.0mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n4, n5) l p 1 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 1 w  e w 2 h 0 l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 1 w  h 0 e w 2 l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 2 w 1 w  e h 0     15mm pitch / lead spacing 7.5mm taping     straight type     (lead code: p3) l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 2 w 1 w  e h l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 1 w  e w 2 h 0 t max. ?h 1 ?h 2 o * *  marked side t 2 t 1 0.6       +0.1 ?.05 continued on the following page. up to the end of crimp up to the end of crimp * 3.0 max. lead code n2, n3, n4, n7 * 4.0 max. lead code n5 lead code p3 h 0 h 0     taping specifications 3.0 max. safety certified ceramic capacitors packaging 24 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 taping bulk polyethylene bag ammo pack continued from the preceding page.     packaging styles n   minimum quantity (order in sets only) * lead spacing f=5.0mm (code: a2): 500pcs. type ky type kh type kx (small size) dej series type kx 7 8 to 11 12 to 14 15, 16 8, 9 10 12 to 15 body dia. d (mm) 250  * 250 200 100 250 100 100 lead code ap, cp 500 500 250 200 500 250 200 lead code bp, dp long short [bulk] (pcs./bag) type ky type kh type kx (small size) type kx dej series 1,000    1,500 900 900   1,000 lead code n2 n3, p3 n4, n5, n7  400 500 500  [taping] (pcs./ammo pack) safety certified ceramic capacitors packaging 25 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 when dc-rated capacitors are to be used in ac or ripple  current circuits, be sure to maintain the vp-p value of the  applied voltage or the vo-p that contains dc bias within  the rated voltage range.  when the voltage is applied to the circuit, starting or  stopping may generate irregular voltage for a transit  period because of resonance or switching.  be sure to  use a capacitor with a rated voltage range that includes  these irregular voltages. voltage positional  measurement dc voltage dc+ac voltage ac voltage pulse voltage (1) pulse voltage (2) v 0 -p v 0 -p vp-p vp-p vp-p 1. operating voltage keep the surface temperature of a capacitor below the  upper limit of its rated operating temperature range. be  sure to take into account the heat generated by the  capacitor itself. when the capacitor is used in a high- frequency current, pulse current or similar current, it may  have self-generated heat due to dielectric loss. applied  voltage load should be such that self-generated heat is  within 20c under the condition where the capacitor is  subjected to an atmospheric temperature of 25c. when  measuring, use a thermocouple of small thermal  capacity-k of ?.1mm under conditions where the  capacitor is not affected by radiant heat from other  components or wind from surroundings. excessive heat  may lead to deterioration of the capacitor's characteristics  and reliability. (never attempt to perform measurement  with the cooling fan running. otherwise, accurate  measurement cannot be ensured.) 2. operating temperature and self-generated heat (apply to b/e/f char.) test equipment for ac withstanding voltage should be  used with the performance of the wave similar to  50/60hz sine wave. if the distorted sine wave or overload exceeding the  specified voltage value is applied, a defect may be  caused. 3. test condition for withstanding voltage (1) test equipment continued on the following page. n   !caution (rating) safety certified ceramic capacitors !caution 26 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 continued from the preceding page. when the withstanding voltage is applied, the capacitor's  lead or terminal should be firmly connected to the output  of the withstanding voltage test equipment, and then the  voltage should be raised from near zero to the test  voltage. if the test voltage without the raise from near zero voltage  would be applied directly to capacitor, test voltage should  be applied with the zero cross.* at the end of the test   time, the test voltage should be reduced to near zero,  and then capacitor's lead or terminal should be taken off  the output of the withstanding voltage test equipment. if the test voltage without the raise from near zero voltage  would be applied directly to capacitor, the surge voltage  may rise, and therefore, a defect may be caused. *zero cross is the point where voltage sine wave  passes 0v.  see the figure at right. (2) voltage applied method 0v zero cross voltage sine wave when the capacitor is broken, failure may result in a short  circuit. be sure to provide an appropriate fail-safe  function like a fuse on your product if failure could result  in an electric shock, fire or fuming. failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. 4. fail-safe safety certified ceramic capacitors !caution 27 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety certified ceramic capacitors !caution 28 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   !caution (storage and operating condition) n   !caution (soldering and mounting) n   !caution (handling) vibration and impact  do not expose a capacitor or its lead wires to   excessive shock or vibration during use.  excessive shock or vibration may cause fatigue   destruction of lead wires mounted on the circuit   board.  please take measures to hold a capacitor on the   circuit boards by adhesive, molding resin or another   coating.  please confirm there is no influence of holding   measures on the product with the intended equipment.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. 1. vibration and impact     do not expose a capacitor or its lead wires to      excessive shock or vibration during use.     excessive shock or vibration may cause fatigue      destruction of lead wires mounted on the circuit      board.     please take measures to hold a capacitor on the      circuit boards by adhesive, molding resin or another      coating.     please confirm there is no influence of holding      measures on the product with the intended equipment. 2. soldering     when soldering this product to a pcb/pwb, do not      exceed the solder heat resistance specifications of     the capacitor. subjecting this product to excessive      heating could melt the internal junction solder and      may result in thermal shocks that can crack the      ceramic element.     soldering the capacitor with a soldering iron should      be performed in the following conditions.       temperature of iron-tip: 400 degrees c. max.       soldering iron wattage: 50w max.       soldering time: 3.5 sec. max. 3. bonding, resin molding and coating     for bonding, molding or coating this product, verify      that these processes do not affect the quality of the      capacitor by testing the performance of the bonded,     molded or coated product in the intended equipment.      when the amount of applications, dryness/hardening     conditions of adhesives and molding resins containing     organic solvents (ethyl acetate, methyl ethyl ketone,      toluene, etc). are unsuitable, the outer coating resin      of a capacitor is damaged by the organic solvents and      it may result, worst case, in a short circuit.     the variation in thickness of adhesive, molding resin      or coating may cause outer coating resin cracking     and/or ceramic element cracking of a capacitor in a      temperature cycling. 4. treatment after bonding, resin molding and coating     when the outer coating is hot (over 100 degrees c.)      after soldering, it becomes soft and fragile.      therefore, please be careful not to give it mechanical      stress.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. operating and storage environment  the insulating coating of capacitors does not form a   perfect seal; therefore, do not use or store   capacitors in a corrosive atmosphere, especially   where chloride gas, sulfide gas, acid, alkali, salt   or the like are present. also, avoid exposure to   moisture. before cleaning, bonding, or molding this   product, verify that these processes do not affect   product quality by testing the performance of a   cleaned, bonded or molded product in the intended   equipment. store the capacitors where the   temperature and relative humidity do not exceed -10   to 40 degrees centigrade and 15 to 85%.  use capacitors within 6 months after delivery.  check the solderability after 6 months or more.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety certified ceramic capacitors notice 29 5 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   notice (soldering and mounting) cleaning (ultrasonic cleaning)  to perform ultrasonic cleaning, observe the following  conditions.  rinse bath capacity: output of 20 watts per liter or less.  rinsing time: 5 min. maximum.  do not vibrate the pcb/pwb directly.  excessive ultrasonic cleaning may lead to fatigue  destruction of the lead wires. n   notice (rating) 1. capacitance change of capacitors  (1) for sl char.     capacitance might change a little depending on a      surrounding temperature or an applied voltage.     please contact us if you use a strict constant time      circuit.  (2) for b/e/f char.     capacitors have an aging characteristic, whereby      the capacitor continually decreases its      capacitance slightly if the capacitor is left on      for a long time. moreover, capacitance might      change greatly depending on the surrounding      temperature or an applied voltage. therefore,      it is not likely to be suitable for use in a constant      time circuit.     please contact us if you need detailed information. 2. performance check by equipment     before using a capacitor, check that there is no      problem in the equipment's performance and the      specifications.     generally speaking, class 2 (b/e/f char.) ceramic      capacitors have voltage dependence characteristics      and temperature dependence characteristics in      capacitance, so the capacitance value may change      depending on the operating condition in the      equipment. therefore, be sure to confirm the      apparatus performance of receiving influence in      the capacitance value change of a capacitor,      such as leakage current and noise suppression      characteristic.      moreover, check the surge-proof ability of a      capacitor in the equipment, if needed, because the      surge voltage may exceed specific value by the      inductance of the circuit.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 30 6 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. high voltage ceramic capacitors des series (125c guaranteed/low-dissipation factor/dc500v-1kv) n   features 1. low dissipation factor series that can be used for     power supplies with an increased switching      frequency.     2. the allowable power in the 100 to 300khz band is      improved to approximately one and a half times that      of the deh series while remaining the same size. 3. operating temperature range is guaranteed up to 125      degrees c. 4. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin     (equivalent to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 5. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications ideal for use on high-frequency pulse circuits such as  snubber circuits for switching power supplies.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. lead code coating extension e a2, a3 up to the end of crimp (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 d max. t max. 3.0 max. 25.0 min. e ?d f 1.0 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a2,a3) d max. t max. 3.0 max. 3.5 0.5 f 0.8 e ?d 1.0 (in mm) lead code coating extension e j2, j3 up to the end of crimp ?d 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp short (j2,j3) n   marking nominal body diameter dc1kv dc500v ?mm ?-9mm ?0-17mm series code temperature characteristic nominal capacitance capacitance tolerance rated voltage manufacturer's identification manufactured date code abbreviation (s) marked with code  marked with 3 figures marked with code (omitted for nominal body diameter  ?mm) marked with code (omitted for dc500v) marked with      (omitted for nominal body diameter  ?mm and under) abbreviation rated voltage s d 101 66 s d 102k 66 s d 222k     66 s d 101 1kv 66 s d 471k 1kv 66 s d 152k 1kv     66

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 31 6 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. d characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping desd32h101kppp 500 100  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h151kppp 500 150  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h221kppp 500 220  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h331kppp 500 330  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h471kppp 500 470  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h681kppp 500 680  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h102kppp 500 1000  10% 8 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h152kppp 500 1500  10% 9 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h222kppp 500 2200  10% 10 5.0 4.0 a2b j2b n2a desd32h332kppp 500 3300  10% 12 7.5 4.0 a3b j3b n3a desd32h472kppp 500 4700  10% 14 7.5 4.0 a3b j3b n7a desd33a101kppp 1000 100  10% 6 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a151kppp 1000 150  10% 6 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a221kppp 1000 220  10% 6 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a331kppp 1000 330  10% 6 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a471kppp 1000 470  10% 7 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a681kppp 1000 680  10% 8 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a102kppp 1000 1000  10% 9 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a152kppp 1000 1500  10% 10 5.0 4.5 a2b j2b n2a desd33a222kppp 1000 2200  10% 12 7.5 4.5 a3b j3b n3a desd33a332kppp 1000 3300  10% 14 7.5 4.5 a3b j3b n7a desd33a472kppp 1000 4700  10% 17 7.5 4.5 a3b j3b n7a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 des series (125c guaranteed / low-dissipation factor / dc500v-1kv) specifications and test methods no. 1 item operating temperature range specifications -25 to +125c test method 2 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are within specified range. to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 3 marking the capacitor should be visually inspected. 4 dielectric strength between lead wires body insulation no failure no failure the capacitor should not be damaged when dc voltage of 200% of the rated voltage (dc1kv) or dc voltage of 250% of the rated voltage (dc500v) is applied between the lead wires for 1 to 5 sec. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) the capacitor is placed in the container with metal balls of diameter 1mm so that each lead wire, short circuited, is kept about 2mm off the metal balls as shown in the figure at right, and ac1250v(r.m.s.)  is applied for 1 to 5 sec. between capacitor lead wires and metal balls. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) 5 insulation resistance (i.r.) the insulation resistance should be measured with dc50050v within 605 sec. of charging. about 2mm metal balls 7 dissipation factor (d.f.) between lead wires 10000m  min. 6 capacitance the capacitance should be measured at 20c with 10.2khz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. within specified tolerance 0.3% max. the dissipation factor should be measured at 20c with 10.2khz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 8 temperature characteristics the capacitance measurement should be made at each step specified in the table. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* for 242 hrs. before measurements. 9 strength of lead pull lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should not be broken. as shown in the figure at right, fix the body of the capacitor and apply a tensile weight gradually to each lead wire in the radial direction of the capacitor up to 10n and keep it for 101 sec. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n of weight and bent 90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returned to its original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. 10 vibration resistance appearance no marked defect the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs., 2 hrs. each in 3 mutually perpendicular directions. 11 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with uniform coating on the axial direction over 3/4 of the circumferential direction. the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into a ethanol solution of 25wt% rosin and then into molten solder for 2 0.5 sec. in both cases the depth of dipping is up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the root of lead wires. temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 2455c h63 eutectic solder 2355c capacitance within specified tolerance d.f. 0.3% max. continued on the following page. temp. (c) 2 3 4 5 202 -253 202 1252 202 step 1 w * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa 12 soldering effect (non-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect within 10% per item 4. the lead wire should be immersed into the melted solder of 35010c up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the main body for 3.5 0.5 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then  placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial  measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 242 hrs. at room condition.* within +20/-30% (temp. range: -25 to +125c) des series specifications and test methods 32 6 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 des series (125c guaranteed / low-dissipation factor / dc500v-1kv) specifications and test methods no. item specifications test method 15 humidity (under steady state) appearance capacitance change d.f. i.r. no marked defect within 10% 0.4% max. 1000m min. set the capacitor for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then  placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1000m min. 16 humidity loading appearance no marked defect capacitance change within 10% d.f. i.r. apply the rated voltage for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then  placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  continued from the preceding page. 14 temperature cycle appearance no marked defect capacitance change within 10% d.f. 0.4% max. i.r. 1000m min. dielectric strength (between lead wires) per item 4. the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles.  cycle time: 5 cycles pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 242 hrs. at room condition.* 1 time (min) -253 30 2 room temp. 3 3 1253 30 4 room temp. 3 step temperature (c) 2000m min. 17 life appearance no marked defect capacitance change within 10% d.f. i.r. apply a dc voltage of 200% of the rated voltage (dc500v) or dc voltage of 150% of the rated voltage (dc1kv) for 1000 +48/-0 hrs. at 1252c with a relative humidity of 50% max. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. 0.6% max. 0.4% max. 13 soldering effect (on-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect within 10% per item 4. first the capacitor should be stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead wires should be immersed in solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to 2.0mm from the root of terminal for 7.5+0/-1 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 1253c for 1 hr., then  placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial  measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 242 hrs. at room condition.*               thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder des series specifications and test methods 33 6 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 34 7 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. high voltage ceramic capacitors deh series (125c guaranteed/low-dissipation factor/dc500v-3.15kv) n   features 1. reduced heat dissipation permitted due to small      dielectric loss of the ceramic material. 2. operating temperature range is guaranteed up to 125      degrees c. 3. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin      (equivalent to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 4. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications ideal for use on high-frequency pulse circuits such as  a horizontal resonance circuit for ctv and snubber  circuits for switching power supplies.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. lead code coating extension e a2, a3, a4 c3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 25.0 min. e ?d 25.0 min. f 1.0 [bulk] vertical crimp long (fig. 1) straight long (fig. 2) d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 f 0.8 e ?d 5.0 1.0 lead code coating extension e b2, b3, b4 d3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 [bulk] vertical crimp short (fig. 1) straight short (fig. 2) n   marking nominal  body diameter dc1-3.15kv dc500v r c ?mm ?-9mm ?0-21mm high temperature guaranteed code temperature characteristics nominal capacitance capacitance tolerance manufacturer's identification manufactured date code dc500v dc1-3.15kv rated voltage hr marked with code (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm) marked with 3 figures marked with code (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm) omitted marked with code (for dc3.15kv, marked with 3kv) marked with      (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) abbreviation hr c 472k     66 hr r 272k 3kv     66 hr 471 66 hr c 152k 66 hr r 102k 1kv 66 rated voltage temp. char.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 35 7 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. dc500v, c characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping dehc32h331kppp 500 330  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dehc32h471kppp 500 470  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dehc32h681kppp 500 680  10% 7 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dehc32h102kppp 500 1000  10% 8 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dehc32h152kppp 500 1500  10% 9 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dehc32h222kppp 500 2200  10% 10 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dehc32h332kppp 500 3300  10% 12 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dehc32h472kppp 500 4700  10% 14 10.0 4.0 a4b b4b - three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code. dc1-3.15kv, r characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping dehr33a221kppp 1000 220  10% 7 5.0 4.5 a2b b2b n2a dehr33a331kppp 1000 330  10% 7 5.0 4.5 a2b b2b n2a dehr33a471kppp 1000 470  10% 7 5.0 4.5 a2b b2b n2a dehr33a681kppp 1000 680  10% 8 5.0 4.5 a2b b2b n2a dehr33a102kppp 1000 1000  10% 9 5.0 4.5 a2b b2b n2a dehr33a152kppp 1000 1500  10% 11 5.0 4.5 a2b b2b n2a dehr33a222kppp 1000 2200  10% 13 7.5 4.5 a3b b3b n3a dehr33a332kppp 1000 3300  10% 15 7.5 4.5 a3b b3b n7a dehr33a472kppp 1000 4700  10% 17 7.5 4.5 a3b b3b n7a dehr33d221kppp 2000 220  10% 7 7.5 5.0 c3b d3b p3a dehr33d271kppp 2000 270  10% 7 7.5 5.0 c3b d3b p3a dehr33d331kppp 2000 330  10% 8 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d391kppp 2000 390  10% 8 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d471kppp 2000 470  10% 9 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d561kppp 2000 560  10% 9 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d681kppp 2000 680  10% 10 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d821kppp 2000 820  10% 11 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d102kppp 2000 1000  10% 12 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d122kppp 2000 1200  10% 12 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d152kppp 2000 1500  10% 12 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33d182kppp 2000 1800  10% 14 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n7a dehr33d222kppp 2000 2200  10% 15 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n7a dehr33d272kppp 2000 2700  10% 17 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n7a dehr33d332kppp 2000 3300  10% 19 10.0 5.0 a4b b4b - dehr33d392kppp 2000 3900  10% 20 10.0 5.0 a4b b4b - dehr33d472kppp 2000 4700  10% 21 10.0 5.0 a4b b4b - dehr33f151kppp 3150 150  10% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dehr33f181kppp 3150 180  10% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dehr33f221kppp 3150 220  10% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dehr33f271kppp 3150 270  10% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dehr33f331kppp 3150 330  10% 8 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33f391kppp 3150 390  10% 9 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33f471kppp 3150 470  10% 10 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33f561kppp 3150 560  10% 10 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33f681kppp 3150 680  10% 11 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33f821kppp 3150 820  10% 12 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33f102kppp 3150 1000  10% 13 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dehr33f122kppp 3150 1200  10% 14 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a dehr33f152kppp 3150 1500  10% 15 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a continued on the following page.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 36 7 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping continued from the preceding page. dehr33f182kppp 3150 1800  10% 16 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a dehr33f222kppp 3150 2200  10% 17 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a dehr33f272kppp 3150 2700  10% 19 10.0 6.0 a4b b4b - three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 the lead wire should be immersed into the melted solder of  350 10c up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the main body for  3.5 0.5 sec.  pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then  placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 12 soldering effect (non-preheat) appearance no marked defect capacitance  change within  10% dielectric strength  (between lead  wires) per item 4. continued on the following page. *1  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa t. c. -25 to +85c temp. char. within  15% within  20% +85 to +125c within +15/-30% r c step temp. (c) 1 20 2 2 -25 3 3 20 2 4 125 2 5 20 2 the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into a ethanol  solution of 25wt% rosin and then into molten solder for 2 0.5  sec. in both cases the depth of dipping is up to about 1.5 to  2mm from the root of lead wires. temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 245 5c h63 eutectic solder 235 5c 11 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with  uniform coating on the axial direction  over 3/4 of the circumferential direction. the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead  wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in  total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change  from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs.,  2 hrs. each in 3 mutually perpendicular directions. 10 vibration  resistance appearance no marked defect capacitance within specified tolerance d.f. char. r: 0.2% max.  char. c: 0.3% max. as shown in the figure at right, fix the body of  the capacitor and apply a tensile weight  gradually to each lead wire in the radial  direction of the capacitor up to 10n (5n for  lead diameter 0.5mm), and keep it for 10 1  sec. 9 strength of lead pull lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should not be broken. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n (2.5n for lead  diameter 0.5mm) of weight and bent 90 at the point of egress,  in one direction, then returned to its original position and bent  90 in the opposite direction at the rate of one bend in 2 to 3  sec. the capacitance measurement should be made at each step  specified in the table. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before measurements. 8 temperature characteristics the dissipation factor should be measured at 20c with  1 0.2khz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 7 dissipation factor (d.f.) char. r: 0.2% max. char. c: 0.3% max. the capacitance should be measured at 20c with 1 0.2khz  and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 6 capacitance within specified tolerance the insulation resistance should be measured with  dc500 50v within 60 5 sec. of charging. 5 insulation  resistance (i.r.) between lead  wires 10000m min. the capacitor should not be damaged when dc voltage of  200% of the rated voltage (dc1 to 3.15kv) or dc voltage of  250% of the rated voltage (dc500v) is applied between the  lead wires for 1 to 5 sec. (charge/discharge currentv50ma) 4 dielectric  strength between lead  wires no failure body insulation no failure the capacitor is placed in the container with  metal balls of diameter 1mm so that each  lead wire, short circuited, is kept about 2mm  off the metal balls as shown in the figure at  right, and ac1250v(r.m.s.)  is  applied for 1 to 5 sec. between capacitor  lead wires and metal balls. (charge/discharge currentv50ma) the capacitor should be visually inspected. 3 marking to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of  defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 2 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are  within specified range. 1 operating temperature range -25 to +125c no. test method specifications item deh series (125c guaranteed / low-dissipation factor / dc250v-3.15kv) specifications and test methods w about 2mm metal balls deh series specifications and test methods 37 7 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  apply a dc voltage of 200% of the rated voltage (dc500v) or  dc voltage of 150% of the rated voltage (dc1 to 3.15kv) for  1000 +48/-0 hrs. at 125 2 c with a relative  humidity of 50%  max. (charge/discharge currentv50ma) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. 17 life appearance no marked defect capacitance  change within  10% d.f. 0.4% max. i.r. 2000m min. apply the rated voltage for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 40 2c in 90 to  95% relative humidity. (charge/discharge currentv50ma) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125  3  c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 16 humidity  loading appearance no marked defect capacitance  change within  10% d.f. 0.6% max. i.r. 1000m min. continued from the preceding page. step temperature ( c) -25 3 room temp. 125 3 room temp. time (min) 30 3 30 3 1 2 3 4 set the capacitor for 500 +24/-0 hrs. at 40 2c in 90 to 95%  relative humidity. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then  placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 15 humidity (under  steady state) appearance no marked defect capacitance  change within  10% d.f. 0.4% max. i.r. 1000m min. the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles.  cycle time: 5 cycles pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 14 temperature  cycle appearance no marked defect d.f. 0.4% max. capacitance  change within  10% i.r. 1000m min. dielectric strength  (between lead  wires) per item 4. first the capacitor should be  stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead  wires should be immersed in  solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to  2.0mm from the root of terminal  for 7.5+0/-1 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then  placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 13 soldering effect (on-preheat) appearance no marked defect capacitance  change within  10% dielectric strength  (between lead  wires) per item 4. no. test method specifications item deh series (125c guaranteed / low-dissipation factor / dc250v-3.15kv) specifications and test methods                thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder deh series specifications and test methods 38 7 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 39 8 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. high voltage ceramic capacitors dea series (125c guaranteed/class 1/dc1k-3.15kv) n   features 1. temperature compensating type ceramics realize lower      heat dissipation than deh/des series. 2. operating temperature range is guaranteed up to 125      degrees c. 3. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin     (equivalent to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 4. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications 1. ideal for use as the ballast in backlighting      inverters for liquid crystal display. 2. ideal for use on high-frequency pulse circuits such     as a horizontal resonance circuit for ctv and snubber      circuits for switching power supplies.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. lead code coating extension e a2, a3 c1, cd c3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.5 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 fig. 2 d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 25.0 min. e ?d 25.0 min. f 1.0 [bulk] vertical crimp long (fig. 1) straight long (fig. 2) d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 f 0.8 e ?d 5.0 1.0 lead code coating extension e b2, b3 d1, dd d3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.5 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 fig. 2 [bulk] vertical crimp short (fig. 1) straight short (fig. 2) n   marking sl ?.5-5mm ?mm ?-9mm ?0-16mm nominal capacitance capacitance tolerance rated voltage manufacturer's identification manufactured date code under 100pf: actual value, 100pf and over: marked with 3 figures marked with code (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) marked with code (for dc3.15kv, marked with 3kv) marked with      (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) abbreviation (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) temp. char. nominal body diameter 391j 3kv      66 39 3kv 66 68 1kv 181j 2kv 66

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 40 8 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. sl characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping dea1x3a100jppp 1000 10  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a120jppp 1000 12  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a150jppp 1000 15  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a180jppp 1000 18  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a220jppp 1000 22  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a270jppp 1000 27  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a330jppp 1000 33  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a390jppp 1000 39  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a470jppp 1000 47  5% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a560jppp 1000 56  5% 5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a680jppp 1000 68  5% 5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3a820jppp 1000 82  5% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a101jppp 1000 100  5% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a121jppp 1000 120  5% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a151jppp 1000 150  5% 7 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a181jppp 1000 180  5% 7 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a221jppp 1000 220  5% 8 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a271jppp 1000 270  5% 9 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a331jppp 1000 330  5% 10 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a391jppp 1000 390  5% 10 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a471jppp 1000 470  5% 11 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3a561jppp 1000 560  5% 12 7.5 4.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3d100jppp 2000 10  5% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d120jppp 2000 12  5% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d150jppp 2000 15  5% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d180jppp 2000 18  5% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d220jppp 2000 22  5% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d270jppp 2000 27  5% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d330jppp 2000 33  5% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d390jppp 2000 39  5% 5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a dea1x3d470jppp 2000 47  5% 6 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d560jppp 2000 56  5% 6 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d680jppp 2000 68  5% 6 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d820jppp 2000 82  5% 7 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d101jppp 2000 100  5% 7 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d121jppp 2000 120  5% 8 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d151jppp 2000 150  5% 8 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d181jppp 2000 180  5% 9 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d221jppp 2000 220  5% 10 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d271jppp 2000 270  5% 11 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a dea1x3d331jppp 2000 330  5% 12 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3d391jppp 2000 390  5% 13 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3d471jppp 2000 470  5% 14 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n7a dea1x3d561jppp 2000 560  5% 15 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n7a dea1x3f100jppp 3150 10  5% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a dea1x3f120jppp 3150 12  5% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a dea1x3f150jppp 3150 15  5% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a dea1x3f180jppp 3150 18  5% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a dea1x3f220jppp 3150 22  5% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a dea1x3f270jppp 3150 27  5% 6 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dea1x3f330jppp 3150 33  5% 6 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dea1x3f390jppp 3150 39  5% 6 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dea1x3f470jppp 3150 47  5% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a dea1x3f560jppp 3150 56  5% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a continued on the following page.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 41 8 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping continued from the preceding page. dea1x3f680jppp 3150 68  5% 8 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3f820jppp 3150 82  5% 8 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3f101jppp 3150 100  5% 9 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3f121jppp 3150 120  5% 10 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3f151jppp 3150 150  5% 11 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3f181jppp 3150 180  5% 11 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3f221jppp 3150 220  5% 12 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a dea1x3f271jppp 3150 270  5% 14 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a dea1x3f331jppp 3150 330  5% 15 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a dea1x3f391jppp 3150 390  5% 16 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dea series (125c guaranteed / class1 / dc1kv-3.15kv) specifications and test methods no. 1 item operating temperature range specifications -25 to +125c test method 2 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are within specified range. to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 3 marking the capacitor should be visually inspected. 4 dielectric strength between lead wires body insulation no failure no failure the capacitor should not be damaged when dc voltage of 200% of the rated voltage is applied between the lead wires for 1 to 5 sec. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) the capacitor is placed in the container with metal balls of diameter 1mm so that each lead wire, short circuited, is kept about 2mm off the metal balls as shown in the figure at right, and ac1250v(r.m.s.)  is applied for 1 to 5 sec. between capacitor lead wires and metal balls. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) 5 insulation resistance (i.r.) the insulation resistance should be measured with dc50050v within 605 sec. of charging. about 2mm metal balls 7 q  between lead wires 10000m  min. 6 capacitance the capacitance should be measured at 20c with 10.2mhz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. within specified tolerance 400+20c* 2 min. (30pf under) 1000 min. (30pf min.) +350 to -1000ppm/c (temp. range: +20 to +85c) the q should be measured at 20c with 10.2mhz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 8 temperature characteristics the capacitance measurement should be made at each step specified in the table. 9 strength of lead pull lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should not be broken. as shown in the figure at right, fix the body of the capacitor and apply a tensile weight gradually to each lead wire in the radial direction of the capacitor up to 10n (5n for lead diameter 0.5mm), and keep it for 101 sec. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n (2.5n for lead diameter 0.5mm) of weight and bent 90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returned to its original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. 10 vibration resistance appearance no marked defect the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs., 2 hrs. each in 3 mutually perpendicular directions. 11 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with uniform coating on the axial direction over 3/4 of the circumferential direction. the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into a ethanol solution of 25wt% rosin and then into molten solder for 2 0.5 sec. in both cases the depth of dipping is up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the root of lead wires. temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 2455c h63 eutectic solder 2355c capacitance within specified tolerance q 400+20c* 2 min. (30pf under)  1000 min. (30pf min.) continued on the following page. temp. (c) 2 3 4 5 202 -253 202 852 202 step 1 w * 1 "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  * 2 "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). 12 soldering effect (non-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect within 2.5% per item 4. the lead wire should be immersed into the melted solder of 35010c (body of ?5mm and under: 2705c) up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the main body for 3.50.5 sec.  (body of ?5mm and under: 50.5 sec.) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 dea series specifications and test methods 42 8 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dea series (125c guaranteed / class1 / dc1kv-3.15kv) specifications and test methods no. item specifications test method 16 humidity loading appearance no marked defect capacitance change within  5% q 275+5/2c* 2 min. (30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) i.r. 1000m min. apply the rated voltage for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity.  (charge/discharge current v 50ma) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 17 life appearance no marked defect capacitance change within  3% q 275+5/2c* 2 min. (30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) i.r. 2000m min. apply a dc voltage of 150% of the rated voltage for  1000+48/-0 hrs. at 1252c with a relative humidity of 50% max. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 14 temperature cycle appearance no marked defect capacitance change within  5% q 275+5/2c* 2 min. (30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) i.r. 1000m min. dielectric strength (between lead wires) per item 4. the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles.  cycle time: 5 cycles post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 * 1 "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  * 2 "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). continued from the preceding page. 1 time (min) -253 30 2 room temp. 3 3 1253 30 4 room temp. 3 step temperature (c) 15 humidity (under steady state) appearance capacitance change q i.r. no marked defect within  5% 275+5/2c* 2 min. (30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) 1000m min. set the capacitor for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 13 soldering effect (on-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect within 2.5% per item 4. first the capacitor should be stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead wires should be immersed in solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to 2.0mm from the root of terminal for 7.5+0/-1 sec. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1               thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder dea series specifications and test methods 43 8 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 44 9 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. high voltage ceramic capacitors deb series (class 2/dc1k-3.15kv) n   features 1. small size and high capacitance 2. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin     (equivalent to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 3. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications ideal for use on decoupling circuits for power supplies.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. lead code coating extension e a2, a3 c1, cd c3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.5 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 fig. 2 d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 25.0 min. e ?d 25.0 min. f 1.0 [bulk] vertical crimp long (fig. 1) straight long (fig. 2) d max. t max. t max.   3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 f 0.8 e ?d 5.0 1.0 lead code coating extension e b2, b3 d1, dd d3 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. 3.0 max. (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 0.5 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 fig. 2 [bulk] vertical crimp short (fig. 1) straight short (fig. 2) n   marking e b f ?.5-5mm ?mm ?-9mm ?0-16mm temperature characteristics nominal capacitance capacitance tolerance rated voltage manufacturer's identification manufactured date code marked with code for char. b and e (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) marked with 3 figures marked with code (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) marked with code (for dc3.15kv, marked with 3kv) marked with      (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) abbreviation (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) temp. char. nominal body diameter 102 2kv 66 102 1kv 102z 3kv 66 b 332k 3kv      66 e 472z 3kv      66 103z 2kv      66 331 3kv 66 221 3kv 102k 3kv 66 222 1kv 66 102 2kv 472z 2kv 66

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 45 9 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. b characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping debb33a101kppp 1000 100  10% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33a151kppp 1000 150  10% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33a221kppp 1000 220  10% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33a331kppp 1000 330  10% 4.5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33a471kppp 1000 470  10% 5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33a681kppp 1000 680  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33a102kppp 1000 1000  10% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33a152kppp 1000 1500  10% 8 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33a222kppp 1000 2200  10% 9 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33a332kppp 1000 3300  10% 10 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33a472kppp 1000 4700  10% 12 7.5 4.0 a3b b3b n3a debb33a682kppp 1000 6800  10% 15 7.5 4.0 a3b b3b n7a debb33d101kppp 2000 100  10% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33d151kppp 2000 150  10% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33d221kppp 2000 220  10% 4.5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33d331kppp 2000 330  10% 5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a debb33d471kppp 2000 470  10% 6 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33d681kppp 2000 680  10% 7 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33d102kppp 2000 1000  10% 8 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33d152kppp 2000 1500  10% 9 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33d222kppp 2000 2200  10% 10 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debb33d332kppp 2000 3300  10% 12 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a debb33d472kppp 2000 4700  10% 15 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n7a debb33f101kppp 3150 100  10% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a debb33f151kppp 3150 150  10% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a debb33f221kppp 3150 220  10% 5 7.5 6.0 cdb ddb p3a debb33f331kppp 3150 330  10% 6 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a debb33f471kppp 3150 470  10% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a debb33f681kppp 3150 680  10% 8 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a debb33f102kppp 3150 1000  10% 9 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a debb33f152kppp 3150 1500  10% 11 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a debb33f222kppp 3150 2200  10% 13 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a debb33f332kppp 3150 3300  10% 15 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n7a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code. e characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping debe33a102zppp 1000 1000 +80/-20% 5 5.0 4.0 c1b d1b p2a debe33a222zppp 1000 2200 +80/-20% 7 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debe33a472zppp 1000 4700 +80/-20% 9 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debe33a103zppp 1000 10000 +80/-20% 13 7.5 4.0 a3b b3b n3a debe33d102zppp 2000 1000 +80/-20% 6 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debe33d222zppp 2000 2200 +80/-20% 8 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debe33d472zppp 2000 4700 +80/-20% 11 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debe33d103zppp 2000 10000 +80/-20% 16 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n7a debe33f102zppp 3150 1000 +80/-20% 7 7.5 6.0 c3b d3b p3a debe33f222zppp 3150 2200 +80/-20% 10 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a debe33f472zppp 3150 4700 +80/-20% 13 7.5 6.0 a3b b3b n3a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 46 9 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. f characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping debf33a222zppp 1000 2200 +80/-20% 6 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debf33a472zppp 1000 4700 +80/-20% 7 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debf33a103zppp 1000 10000 +80/-20% 10 5.0 4.0 a2b b2b n2a debf33d102zppp 2000 1000 +80/-20% 5 5.0 5.0 c1b d1b p2a debf33d222zppp 2000 2200 +80/-20% 7 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debf33d472zppp 2000 4700 +80/-20% 9 5.0 5.0 a2b b2b n2a debf33d103zppp 2000 10000 +80/-20% 12 7.5 5.0 a3b b3b n3a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 deb series (class2 / dc1kv-3.15kv) specifications and test methods no. 1 item operating temperature range specifications -25 to +85c test method 2 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are within specified range. to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 3 marking the capacitor should be visually inspected. 4 dielectric strength between lead wires body insulation no failure no failure the capacitor should not be damaged when dc voltage of 200% of the rated voltage is applied between the lead wires for 1 to 5 sec. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) the capacitor is placed in the container with metal balls of diameter 1mm so that each lead wire, short circuited, is kept about 2mm off the metal balls as shown in the figure at right, and dc voltage of 1.3kv is applied for 1 to 5 sec. between capacitor lead wires and metal balls. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) 5 insulation resistance (i.r.) the insulation resistance should be measured with dc50050v within 605 sec. of charging. about 2mm metal balls 7 dissipation factor (d.f.) between lead wires 10000m  min.  6 capacitance the capacitance should be measured at 20c with 10.2khz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. within specified tolerance char. b, e: 2.5% max. char. f: 5.0% max. char. b: within 10% char. e: within +20/-55% char. f: within +30/-80% the dissipation factor should be measured at 20c with 10.2khz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 8 temperature characteristics the capacitance measurement should be made at each step specified in the table. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* for 242 hrs. before measurements. 9 strength of lead pull lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should not be broken. as shown in the figure at right, fix the body of the capacitor and apply a tensile weight gradually to each lead wire in the radial direction of the capacitor up to 10n (5n for lead diameter 0.5mm), and keep it for 101 sec. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n (2.5n for lead diameter 0.5mm) of weight and bent 90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returned to its original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. 10 vibration resistance appearance no marked defect the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs., 2 hrs. each in 3 mutually perpendicular directions. 11 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with uniform coating on the axial direction over 3/4 of the circumferential direction. the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into a ethanol solution of 25wt% rosin and then into molten solder for 2 0.5 sec. in both cases the depth of dipping is up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the root of lead wires.  temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 2455c h63 eutectic solder 2355c capacitance within specified tolerance d.f. char. b, e: 2.5% max. char. f: 5.0% max. continued on the following page. temp. (c) 2 3 4 5 202 -253 202 852 202 step 1 w * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa 12 soldering effect (non-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect char. b: within  5% char. e: within 15% char. f: within 20% per item 4. the lead wire should be immersed into the melted solder of 35010c (body of ?5mm and under: 2705c) up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the main body for 3.50.5 sec.  (body of ?5mm and under: 50.5 sec.) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at  room condition.* deb series specifications and test methods 47 9 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 deb series (class2 / dc1kv-3.15kv) specifications and test methods no. item specifications test method 15 humidity (under steady state) appearance capacitance change d.f. i.r. no marked defect char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% char. f: within 30% char. b, e: 5.0% max. char. f: 7.5% max. 1000m min. set the capacitor for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements.  post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 16 humidity loading appearance no marked defect capacitance change char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% char. f: within 30% d.f. char. b, e: 5.0% max. char. f: 7.5% max. i.r. 500m min. apply the rated voltage for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. 17 life appearance no marked defect capacitance change char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% char. f: within 30% d.f. char. b, e: 4.0% max. char. f: 7.5% max. i.r. 2000m min. apply a dc voltage of 150% of the rated voltage for  1000+48/-0 hrs. at 852c with a relative humidity of 50% max. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. 14 temperature and immersion cycle appearance no marked defect capacitance change char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% char. f: within 30% d.f. char. b, e: 4.0% max. char. f: 7.5% max. i.r. 2000m min. dielectric strength (between lead wires) per item 4. the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles, then consecutively to 2 immersion cycles.   cycle time: 5 cycles  cycle time : 2 cycles pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at  room condition.* * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa continued from the preceding page. 1 time (min) -253 30 2 room temp. 3 3 853 30 4 room temp. 3 step temperature (c) time (min) 1 65+5/-0 clean water 15 2 03 salt water 15 step temperature (c) immersion water 13 soldering effect (on-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect char. b: within  5% char. e: within 15% char. f: within 20% per item 4. first the capacitor should be stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead wires should be immersed in solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to 2.0mm from the root of terminal for 7.5+0/-1 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at  room condition.*               thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder deb series specifications and test methods 48 9 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 49 10 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. high voltage ceramic capacitors dec series (class 1, 2/dc6.3kv) n   features coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin (equivalent to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. n   applications 1. ideal for use as the ballast in backlighting      inverters for liquid crystal displays (sl char.). 2. ideal for use on high voltage circuits such as      cockcroft circuits (b char.).   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. d max. t max. e ?d 25.0 min. f 1.0 t max.  4.0 max. 25.0 min.  lead code coating extension e a3 c4 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. ?d 0.6 0.05 0.6 0.05 style fig. 1 fig. 2 (in mm) [bulk] vertical crimp long (fig. 1) straight long (fig. 2) n   marking b sl e ?mm ?-9mm ?0-15mm temperature characteristics nominal capacitance capacitance tolerance rated voltage manufacturer's identification manufactured date code marked with code for char. b (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) under 100pf: actual value, 100pf and over: marked with 3 figures marked with code marked with code (for dc6.3kv, marked with 6kv) marked with      (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm and under) abbreviation (omitted for nominal body diameter ?mm) temp. char. nominal body diameter 151j 6kv      66 b 102k 6kv      66 222z 6kv      66 47j 6kv 66 331k 6kv 66 10j 6kv

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 50 10 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. sl characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) dec1x3j100ja3bms1 6300 10  5% 7 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j100jc4bms1 6300 10  5% 7 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j120ja3b 6300 12  5% 8 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j120jc4b 6300 12  5% 8 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j150ja3b 6300 15  5% 8 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j150jc4b 6300 15  5% 8 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j180ja3b 6300 18  5% 9 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j180jc4b 6300 18  5% 9 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j220ja3b 6300 22  5% 9 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j220jc4b 6300 22  5% 9 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j270ja3b 6300 27  5% 9 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j270jc4b 6300 27  5% 9 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j330ja3b 6300 33  5% 9 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j330jc4b 6300 33  5% 9 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j390ja3b 6300 39  5% 9 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j390jc4b 6300 39  5% 9 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j470ja3b 6300 47  5% 9 7.5 7.0 dec1x3j470jc4b 6300 47  5% 9 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j560jc4b 6300 56  5% 10 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j680jc4b 6300 68  5% 12 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j820jc4b 6300 82  5% 12 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j101jc4b 6300 100  5% 13 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j121jc4b 6300 120  5% 14 10.0 7.0 dec1x3j151jc4b 6300 150  5% 15 10.0 7.0 b characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) decb33j101kc4b 6300 100  10% 9 10.0 7.0 decb33j151kc4b 6300 150  10% 9 10.0 7.0 decb33j221kc4b 6300 220  10% 9 10.0 7.0 decb33j331kc4b 6300 330  10% 9 10.0 7.0 decb33j471kc4b 6300 470  10% 10 10.0 7.0 decb33j681kc4b 6300 680  10% 11 10.0 7.0 decb33j102kc4b 6300 1000  10% 13 10.0 7.0 e characteristics part number dc rated voltage (v) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) dece33j102zc4b 6300 1000 +80/-20% 11 10.0 7.0 dece33j222zc4b 6300 2200 +80/-20% 15 10.0 7.0

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dec series (class1, 2 / dc6.3kv) specifications and test methods no. 1 item operating temperature range specifications -25 to +85c test method 2 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are within specified range. to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 3 marking the capacitor should be visually inspected. 4 dielectric strength between lead wires body insulation no failure no failure the capacitor should not be damaged when dc voltage of 200% of the rated voltage is applied between the lead wires for 1 to 5 sec. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) the capacitor is placed in the container with metal balls of diameter 1mm so that each lead wire, short circuited, is kept about 2mm off the metal balls as shown in the figure at right, and dc voltage of 1.3kv is applied for 1 to 5 sec. between capacitor lead wires and metal balls. (charge/discharge current v 50ma) 5 insulation resistance (i.r.) the insulation resistance should be measured with dc50050v within 605 sec. of charging. about 2mm metal balls 7 q dissipation factor (d.f.) between lead wires 10000m  min.  6 capacitance the capacitance should be measured at 20c with 10.2khz (char. sl: 10.2mhz) and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. within specified tolerance char. sl: 400+20c* 2 min. (30pf under) 1000 min. (30pf min.) char. b, e: 2.5% max. char. sl: +350 to -1000ppm/c (temp. range: +20 to +85c) char. b: within 10% char. e: within +20/-55% the dissipation factor and q should be measured at 20c with 10.2khz (char. sl: 10.2mhz) and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 8 temperature characteristics the capacitance measurement should be made at each step specified in the table. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c  for 1 hr., then placed at  room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. before measurements. (char. b, e) 9 strength of lead pull lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should not be broken. as shown in the figure at right, fix the body of the capacitor and apply a tensile weight gradually to each lead wire in the radial direction of the capacitor up to 10n and keep it for 101 sec. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n of weight and bent 90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returned to its original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. 10 vibration resistance appearance no marked defect the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs., 2 hrs. each in 3 mutually perpendicular directions. 11 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with uniform coating on the axial direction over 3/4 of the circumferential direction. the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into a ethanol solution of 25wt% rosin and then into molten solder for 2 0.5 sec. in both cases the depth of dipping is up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the root of lead wires.  temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 2455c h63 eutectic solder 2355c capacitance within specified tolerance q d.f. char. sl: 400+20c* 2 min. (30pf under) 1000 min. (30pf min.) char. b, e: 2.5% max. continued on the following page. temp. (c) 2 3 4 5 202 -253 202 852 202 step 1 w * 1 "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  * 2 "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). 12 soldering effect (non-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect char. sl: within 2.5% char. b: within  5% char. e: within 15% per item 4. the lead wire should be immersed into the melted solder of 35010c up to about 1.5 to 2mm from the main body for 3.5 0.5 sec.  pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. (char. b, e) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 (char. sl) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at room condition.* 1 (char. b, e) dec series specifications and test methods 51 10 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dec series (class1, 2 / dc6.3kv) specifications and test methods no. item specifications test method 15 humidity (under steady state) appearance capacitance change q d.f. no marked defect char. sl: within  5% char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% char. sl: 275+5/2c* 2 min. (30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) char. b, e: 5.0% max. i.r. 1000m min. set the capacitor for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. (char. b, e) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 16 humidity loading appearance no marked defect capacitance change char. sl: within 7.5% char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% q char. sl:  100+10/3c* 2 min. (30pf under)  200 min. (30pf min.) d.f. char. b, e: 5.0% max. i.r. 500m min. apply the rated voltage for 500+24/-0 hrs. at 402c in 90 to 95% relative humidity. (charge/discharge current v 50ma.) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. (char. b, e) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 (char. sl) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. (char. b, e) 17 life appearance no marked defect capacitance change char. sl: within  3% char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% q char. sl: 275+5/2c* 2 min. (30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) d.f. char. b, e: 4.0% max. i.r. 2000m min. apply a dc voltage of 150% of the rated voltage for  1000+48/-0 hrs. at 852c with a relative humidity of 50% max. (charge/discharge current v 50ma.) pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. (char. b, e) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 (char. sl) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. (char. b, e) 14 temperature and immersion cycle appearance no marked defect capacitance change char. sl: within  3% char. b: within 10% char. e: within 20% q char. sl: 275+5/2c* 2 min. (30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) d.f. char. b, e: 4.0% max. i.r. 2000m min. dielectric strength (between lead wires) per item 4. the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles, then consecutively to 2 immersion cycles.  cycle time: 5 cycles  cycle time: 2 cycles pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. (char. b, e) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at room condition.* 1 * 1 "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  * 2 "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). continued from the preceding page. 1 time (min) -253 30 2 room temp. 3 3 853 30 4 room temp. 3 step temperature (c) time (min) 1 65+5/-0 clean water 15 2 03 salt water 15 step temperature (c) immersion water 13 soldering effect (on-preheat) appearance capacitance change dielectric strength (between lead wires) no marked defect char. sl: within 2.5% char. b: within  5% char. e: within 15% per item 4. first the capacitor should be stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead wires should be immersed in solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to 2.0mm from the root of terminal for 7.5+0/-1 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 852c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* 1 for 242 hrs. before initial measurements. (char. b, e) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 1 (char. sl) post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at room condition.* 1 (char. b, e)               thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder dec series specifications and test methods 52 10 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 53 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. high voltage ceramic capacitors def series (only for lcd backlight inverter circuit/6.3kvp-p) n   features 1. compact size: diameter is 20% less than dec series. 2. low self-heating at high frequency and high voltage      due to low dielectric loss of the ceramic material. 3. operating temperature range is guaranteed up to 105      degrees c. 4. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin      (equivalent to ul94v-0 standard).     please contact us when a halogen-free product*     is necessary.     * cl=900ppm max., br=900ppm max. and       cl+br=1500ppm max. 5. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications ideal for use in lcd backlight inverters.   do not use these products in any automotive  power train or safety equipment including battery  chargers for electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids. only murata products clearly stipulated as  "for automotive use" on its catalog can be used  for automobile applications such as power train and  safety equipment. lead code coating extension e a3 up to the end of crimp (in mm) ?d 0.6 0.05 d max. t max. 4.0 max. 25.0 min. e ?d f 1.0 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a3) d max. t max. 4.0 max. 3.5 0.5 f 0.8 e ?d 1.0 (in mm) lead code coating extension e j3 up to the end of crimp ?d 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp short (j3) n   marking sl ?-9mm temperature characteristics nominal capacitance capacitance tolerance rated voltage manufactured date code actual value marked with code marked with code (marked with 6k~) abbreviation upper horizontal line  temp. char. nominal body diameter 33j 6k~ 66 ch 10j 6k~ 66 sl characteristics part number rated voltage (vp-p) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping def1xlh100jppp 6300 10  5% 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh120jppp 6300 12  5% 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh150jppp 6300 15  5% 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh180jppp 6300 18  5% 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh220jppp 6300 22  5% 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh270jppp 6300 27  5% 8 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh330jppp 6300 33  5% 9 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh390jppp 6300 39  5% 9 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def1xlh470jppp 6300 47  5% 9 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 54 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. ch characteristics part number rated voltage (vp-p) capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping def2clh020cppp 6300 2  0.25pf 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh030cppp 6300 3  0.25pf 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh040cppp 6300 4  0.25pf 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh050dppp 6300 5  0.5pf 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh060dppp 6300 6  0.5pf 7 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh070dppp 6300 7  0.5pf 8 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh080dppp 6300 8  0.5pf 8 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh090dppp 6300 9  0.5pf 8 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a def2clh100jppp 6300 10  5% 8 7.5 6.0 a3b j3b n3a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the three columns on the right for the appropriate code.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 continued on the following page. step temp. (c) 1 20 2 2 -25 3 3 20 2 4 85 2 5 20 2 * 1  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  * 2  "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). def series (only for lcd backlight inverter circuit / 6.3kvp-p) specifications and test methods the lead wire should be immersed into the melted solder of  350 10c up to about 1.5 to 2.0mm from the main body for  3.5 0.5 sec.  post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at  room condition.* 1 12 soldering effect (non-preheat) appearance no marked defect capacitance  change within  2.5% dielectric strength  (between lead  wires) per item 4. the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into a ethanol  solution of 25wt% rosin and then into molten solder for 2 0.5  sec. in both cases the depth of dipping is up to about 1.5 to  2.0mm from the root of lead wires.  temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 245 5c h63 eutectic solder 235 5c 11 solderability of leads lead wire should be soldered with  uniform coating on the axial direction  over 3/4 of the circumferential direction. the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead  wire and vibrated at a frequency range of 10 to 55hz, 1.5mm in  total amplitude, with about a 1-minute rate of vibration change  from 10hz to 55hz and back to 10hz. apply for a total of 6 hrs.,  2 hrs. each in 3 mutually perpendicular directions. 10 vibration  resistance appearance no marked defect capacitance within specified tolerance q 400+20c* 2 min. (30pf under) 1000 min. (30pf min.) as shown in the figure at right, fix the body of  the capacitor and apply a tensile weight  gradually to each lead wire in the radial  direction of the capacitor up to 10n and keep  it for 10 1 sec. 9 strength of lead pull lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should not be broken. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n of weight and bent  90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returned to its  original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the  rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. the capacitance measurement should be made at each step  specified in the table. 8 temperature characteristics char. ch: 0 60ppm/c char. sl: +350 to -1000ppm/c (temp. range: +20 to +85c) the q should be measured at 20c with 1 0.2mhz and  ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 7 q 400+20c* 2 min. (30pf under) 1000 min. (30pf min.) the capacitance should be measured at 20c with 1 0.2mhz  and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 6 capacitance within specified tolerance the insulation resistance should be measured with  dc500 50v within 60 5 sec. of charging. 5 insulation  resistance (i.r.) between lead  wires 10000m min.  the capacitor should not be damaged when dc12.6kv is  applied between the lead wires for 1 to 5 sec.  (charge/discharge currentv50ma) 4 dielectric  strength between lead  wires no failure body insulation no failure the capacitor is placed in the container  with metal balls of diameter 1mm so that  each lead wire, short circuited, is kept  about 2.0mm off the metal balls as shown  in the figure at right, and dc voltage of  1.3kv is applied for 1 to 5 sec. between  capacitor lead wires and metal balls. (charge/discharge currentv50ma) the capacitor should be visually inspected. 3 marking to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of  defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 2 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are  within specified range. 1 operating temperature range -25 to +105c no. test method specifications item about 2.0mm metal balls w def series specifications and test methods 55 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 * 1  "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa  * 2  "c" expresses nominal capacitance value (pf). apply 6.3kvp-p at the frequency in the table for 1000+48/-0  hrs. at 105 2c with a relative humidity of  50% max.  (charge/discharge currentv50ma.)  post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at  room condition.* 1 16 life appearance no marked defect q 200+10c* 2 min. (10pf under) 275+5/2c* 2 min.  (10pf min. and 30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) capacitance  change within  3% i.r. 2000m min. set the capacitor for 500 +24/-0 hrs. at 40 2c in 90 to 95%  relative humidity. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at  room condition.* 1 15 humidity (under  steady state) appearance no marked defect q 200+10c* 2 min. (10pf under) 275+5/2c* 2 min.  (10pf min. and 30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) capacitance  change within  5% i.r. 1000m min. the capacitor should be subjected to 5 temperature cycles,  then consecutively to 2 immersion cycles.  cycle time: 5 cycles  cycle time: 2 cycles post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 4 to 24 hrs. at  room condition.* 1 14 temperature  and immersion  cycle appearance no marked defect i.r. 2000m min. q 200+10c* 2 min. (10pf under) 275+5/2c* 2 min.  (10pf min. and 30pf under) 350 min. (30pf min.) capacitance  change within  3% dielectric strength  (between lead  wires) per item 4. first the capacitor should be  stored at 120+0/-5c for  60+0/-5 sec.  then, as in the figure, the lead  wires should be immersed in  solder of 260+0/-5c up to 1.5 to  2.0mm from the root of terminal  for 7.5+0/-1 sec. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at  room condition.* 1 13 soldering effect (on-preheat) appearance no marked defect capacitance  change within  2.5% dielectric strength  (between lead  wires) per item 4. capacitance (pf) frequency (khz) 100 45 33 to 10 12 to 22 27 to 47 step temperature ( c) -25 3 room temp. 105 3 room temp. time (min) 30 3 30 3 1 2 3 4 step temperature ( c) 65+5/-0 0 3 time (min) 15 15 immersion water clean water salt water 1 2 def series (only for lcd backlight inverter circuit / 6.3kvp-p) specifications and test methods                thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder continued from the preceding page. no. test method specifications item def series specifications and test methods 56 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 high voltage ceramic capacitors characteristics data (typical example) 57 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   capacitance - temperature characteristics -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 temperature (c) cap. change (%) d c r r c d ch, sl, b, e, f char. c, d, r char. -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 temp. (c) b e f f sl sl cap. change (%) ch e b ch n   capacitance - dc bias characteristics  0 500 1000 1500 2000 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80 -100 dea1x3d221ja2b dehr33d102ka3b debb33d102ka2b debe33d222za2b dc bias (v) cap. change (%) desd33a471ka2b

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 item pitch of component pitch of sprocket hole lead spacing length from hole center to component center length from hole center to lead body diameter deviation along tape, left or right carrier tape width position of sprocket hole lead distance between reference  and bottom planes protrusion length diameter of sprocket hole lead diameter total tape thickness total thickness, tape and lead wire body thickness portion to cut in case of defect hold down tape width hold down tape position coating extension on lead deviation across tape, front deviation across tape, rear p p 0 f p 2 p 1 d ?s w w 1 h h 0 r fd 0 fd t 1 t 2 t l w 0 w 2 e ?h 1 ?h 2 15.0 2.0 20.0         15.0 0.3 7.5 1.0 7.5 1.5 3.75 1.0 0 2.0 0 1.0 30.0 2.0 see the individual product specifications. 18.0 0.5 9.0 0.5 18.0     2.0 max. 1.0 max. (in : mm) p3 n3 n7 code 12.7 0.3 5.0     6.35 1.3 3.85 0.7 12.7 1.0 n2 p2 +0.8 ?.2 +1.5 ?.0 +2.0 ? +0.5 to -1.0 4.0 0.1 0.6 0.05 0.6 0.3 1.5 max. see the individual product specifications. 11.0    11.5 min. 1.5 1.5 3.0 max.  (vertical crimp type: up to the end of crimp) +0 ?.0     15.0mm pitch / lead spacing 7.5mm taping     straight type     (lead code: p3)     15.0mm pitch / lead spacing 7.5mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n3) l p 1 p 2 p d p 0 ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 1 w  h  w 2 l p 1 p 2 p 0 ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 2 w 1 w  h 0 e p d l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 1 w  h 0 e w 2     30.0mm pitch / lead spacing 7.5mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n7) l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 2 w 1 w  h 0 e     12.7mm pitch / lead spacing 5.0mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n2) l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 2 w 1 w  h e     12.7mm pitch / lead spacing 5.0mm taping     straight type     (lead code: p2) n   taping specifications continued on the following page. t max. ?h 1 ?h 2 o * * marked side 3.0 max. lead code n2, n3, n7 h 0 lead code p2, p3 * 4.0 max. lead code n3  except def series def series h 0 * t 2 t 1 +1.5 ?.0 20.0 +2.0 ? 18.0 e high voltage ceramic capacitors packaging 58 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 taping bulk polyethylene bag ammo pack n   minimum quantity (order in sets only) n   packaging styles continued from the preceding page. *1 lead spacing f=5.0mm (code: a2): 500pcs. *2 rated voltage dc500v (code: 2h): 250pcs. *3 rated voltage dc500v (code: 2h): 500pcs. des series deh series dea series deb series dec series def series 4.5 to 6 7 8 to 11 12 13, 14 15 to 18 19 to 21 7 to 9 10, 11 12 to 15 body dia. d (mm) 500 250  *1 250 200  *2 200 100 50 250 100 100 lead code ap, cp 500 500 500 250  *3 250 200 100 500   lead code bp, dp, jp long short [bulk] (pcs./bag) *4 rated voltage dc1kv (code: 3a): 1,000pcs. des series deh series dea series deb series def series 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500  1,000 900  *4 900  *4 900  *4 900 lead code n2, p2 n3, p3 n7 500 500 500 500  [taping] (pcs./ammo pack) high voltage ceramic capacitors packaging 59 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 when dc-rated capacitors are to be used in ac or ripple  current circuits, be sure to maintain the vp-p value of the  applied voltage or the vo-p that contains dc bias within  the rated voltage range. when the voltage is applied to the circuit, starting or  stopping may generate irregular voltage for a transit  period because of resonance or switching. be sure to use  a capacitor with a rated voltage range that includes these  irregular voltages. when using the low-dissipation dea (sl char.) /dec (sl  char.) /deh (c, r char.) /des (d char.) series in a high- frequency and high-voltage circuit, be sure to read the  instructions in item 4. when dc-rated capacitors are to be used in input circuits  from commercial power source (ac filter), be sure to use  safety certified capacitors because various regulations  on withstand voltage or impulse withstand established for  each type of equipment should be taken into consideration. keep the surface temperature of a capacitor below the  upper limit of its rated operating temperature range. be  sure to take into account the heat generated by the  capacitor itself. when the capacitor is used in a high- frequency current, pulse current or similar current, it may  self-generate heat due to dielectric loss. the frequency of  the applied sine wave voltage should be less than  300khz. the applied voltage load (*) should be such that  the capacitor's self-generated heat is within 20c in an  atmospheric temperature of 25c. when measuring, use  a thermocouple of small thermal capacity-k of ?.1mm in  conditions where the capacitor is not affected by radiant  heat from other components or surrounding ambient  fluctuations. excessive heat may lead to deterioration of the  capacitor's characteristics and reliability. (never attempt to perform measurement with the cooling  fan running. otherwise, accurate measurement cannot  be ensured.)  *before using the low-dissipation dea/dec (sl char.)  /deh/des series, be sure to read the instructions in  item 4. voltage positional measurement dc voltage dc+ac voltage ac voltage pulse voltage (1) pulse voltage (2) v 0 -p v 0 -p vp-p vp-p vp-p 1. operating voltage  2. operating temperature and self-generated heat when the capacitor is broken, failure may result in a short  circuit. be sure to provide an appropriate fail-safe  function like a fuse on your product if failure could follow  an electric shock, fire or fume.  3. fail-safe continued on the following page. n   !caution (rating) high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 60 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 due to the low self-heating characteristics of low- dissipation capacitors, the allowable electric power of  these capacitors is generally much higher than that of b  characteristic capacitors. however, if the self-heating  temperature is 20c under a high-frequency voltage  whose peak-to-peak value equals the capacitor's rated  voltage, the capacitor's power consumption may exceed  its allowable electric power. therefore, when using the dea/dec (sl char.) /deh  /des series in a high-frequency and high-voltage circuit  with a frequency of 1khz or higher, make sure that the  vp-p values including the dc bias, do not exceed the  applied voltage value specified in table 1. also make  sure that the self-heating temperature (the difference  between the capacitor's surface temperature and the  capacitor's ambient temperature) at an ambient  temperature of 25c does not exceed the value specified  in table 1.  as shown in fig. 2, the self-heating temperature  depends on the ambient temperature. therefore, if you  are not able to set the ambient temperature to  approximately 25c, please contact our sales  representatives or product engineers. we are offering free software, the capacitor selection  tool: by voltage form, which will assist you in selecting a  suitable capacitor. the software can be downloaded from murata's web site  (http://www.murata.com/products/design_support/mmcsv/ index.html). by inputting capacitance values and applied voltage  waveform of the specific capacitor series, this software  will calculate the capacitor's power consumption and list  suitable capacitors. when the result of this software is different from the  measurement result of the self-heating temperature on  your side, please contact our sales representatives or  product engineers. failure to follow the above cautions (items 1  to 4) may result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion when  the product is used. 4. load reduction and self-generated heat during  application of high-frequency and high-voltage 
 allowable conditions at high frequency  relationship between applied voltage and  self-heating temperature (allowable self-heating temp. at 25c ambient temp.) allowable conditions at high-frequency *3 series temp. char. dc rated voltage applied voltage (max.) self-heating temp.  (25c ambient temp.) *1 capacitor's ambient temp. *2 deh dea c r sl 500v 1kv 2kv 3.15kv 1kv 2kv 3.15kv 500vp-p 800vp-p 1000vp-p 1400vp-p 2000vp-p 1600vp-p 3150vp-p 1000vp-p 2000vp-p 3150vp-p 20c max. 20c max. 5c max. 20c max. 5c max. 20c max. 5c max. 5c max. 6.3kv 6300vp-p dec sl 5c max. des d 500v 500vp-p 15c max. 1kv 800vp-p 1000vp-p 5 c max. -25 to +85c deh series r char. (rated voltage: dc1kv to 3.15kv) 0 5 10 15 20 25 100 1000 10000 applied voltage (vp-p) allowable self-heating temp. (c) rated voltage: 1kv 2kv 3.15kv *1 fig. 1 shows the relationship between the applied voltage and the allowable self- heating temperature regarding 1 to 3.15kv rated voltage of the deh series r  characteristic and 1kv rated voltage of the des series d characteristic. *2 when the ambient temperature is 85 to 125c, the applied voltage needs to be    further reduced. if the dea/deh/des series needs to be used at an ambient  temperature of 85 to 125c, please contact our sales representatives or product  engineers. *3 fig. 3 shows reference data on the allowable voltage - frequency characteristics  for a sine wave voltage. des series d char. (rated voltage: dc1kv) 0 5 10 15 20 25 100 1000 10000 applied voltage (vp-p) allowable self-heating temp. (c) rated voltage: dc1kv continued from the preceding page. continued on the following page. high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 61 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011  dependence of self-heating temperature on  ambient temperature dea/dec series sl char. (rated voltage: dc1kv to 6.3kv) deh series c char. and r char. (rated voltage: dc1kv to 3.15kv) 0 5 10 15 20 25 0 20 40 60 80 100 ambient temperature ( c) self-heating temperature ( c) (25) c char. (500v) r char. (1 to 3.15kv) 0 5 10 15 20 0 20 40 60 80 100 ambient temperature ( c) self-heating temperature ( c) (25) sl char. (1 to 6.3kv) des series d char. (rated voltage: dc500v to 1kv)  0 5 10 15 25 20 0 20 40 60 80 100 ambient temperature ( c) self-heating temperature ( c) (25) d char. (500v to 1kv) continued from the preceding page. continued on the following page. high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 62 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 deh series r char. (rated voltage: dc1kv) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) 1000pf 220pf 470pf 2200pf 4700pf deh series r char. (rated voltage: dc2kv) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) 220pf 470pf 1000pf 2200pf 4700pf deh series r char. (rated voltage: dc3.15kv) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 10000 (3150) frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) 220pf 470pf 1000pf 2200pf because of the influence of harmonics, when the applied  voltage is a rectangular wave or pulse wave voltage (instead  of a sine wave voltage), the heat generated by the capacitor  is higher than the value obtained by application of the sine  wave with the same fundamental frequency. roughly calculated for reference, the allowable voltage for a  rectangular wave or pulse wave corresponds approximately  to the allowable voltage for a sine wave whose fundamental  frequency is twice as large as that of the rectangular wave or  pulse wave. this allowable voltage, however, varies  depending on the voltage and current waveforms. therefore, you are requested to make sure that the self- heating temperature is not higher than the value specified in  table 1.  allowable voltage (sine wave voltage) - frequency characteristics (at ambient temperature of 85c or less) deh series c char. (rated voltage: dc500v) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 (500) 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) to 470pf 2200pf 1000pf 4700pf dea series sl char. (rated voltage: dc2kv) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) 10pf 100pf 220pf 470pf dea series sl char. (rated voltage: dc1kv) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) to 100pf 220pf 470pf continued from the preceding page. continued on the following page. high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 63 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 dea series sl char. (rated voltage: dc3.15kv) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 (3150) 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) 10pf 220pf 100pf dec series sl char. (rated voltage: dc6.3kv) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) because of the influence of harmonics, when the applied  voltage is a rectangular wave or pulse wave voltage  (instead of a sine wave voltage), the heat generated by  the capacitor is higher than the value obtained by  application of the sine wave with the same fundamental  frequency. roughly calculated for reference, the allowable voltage  for a rectangular wave or pulse wave corresponds  approximately to the allowable voltage for a sine wave  whose fundamental frequency is twice as large as that of  the rectangular wave or pulse wave.  this allowable voltage, however, varies depending on the  voltage and current waveforms. therefore, you are requested to make sure that the self- heating temperature is not higher than the value specified  in table 1.  allowable voltage (sine wave voltage) -  frequency characteristics  (at ambient temperature of 85c or less) continued on the following page. to 22pf 47pf 100pf (6300) 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 (500) 10000 to 1000pf 4700pf 2200pf 100 1 10 100 1000 1000 10000 100pf 470pf 220pf 1000pf 2200pf 4700pf des series d char. (rated voltage: dc1kv) frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) des series d char. (rated voltage: dc500v) frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) continued from the preceding page. high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 64 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 the frequency of the applied sine wave voltage should be  less than 100khz. the applied voltage should be less  than the value shown in the figure below. for non-sine  wave that includes a harmonic frequency, please contact  our sales representatives or product engineers. keep the surface temperature of a capacitor below the  upper limit of its rated operating temperature range. be sure to take into account the heat generated by the  capacitor itself. when the capacitor is used in a high- frequency current, pulse current or similar current, it may  self-generate heat due to dielectric loss. excessive heat may lead to deterioration of the  capacitor's characteristics and reliability. (never attempt  to perform measurement with the cooling fan running.  otherwise, accurate measurement cannot be ensured.) voltage positional measurement ac voltage vp-p 1. operating voltage  2. operating temperature and self-generated heat when the capacitor is broken, failure may result in a short  circuit. be sure to provide an appropriate fail-safe  function like a fuse on your product if failure could result  in an electric shock, fire or fume.  3. fail-safe the temperature of the surface of the capacitor:  below the upper limit of its rated operating temperature  range (including self-heating). 12 to 22pf to 10pf 27 to 47pf the capacitor can be applied at a maximum of  6.3kvp-p at 100khz when the lamp is turned on. continued from the preceding page. 1000 1 10 100 10000 frequency (khz) allowable voltage (vp-p) (6300) high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 65 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 high voltage ceramic capacitors !caution 66 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   !caution (storage and operating condition) n   !caution (soldering and mounting) n   !caution (handling) vibration and impact  do not expose a capacitor or its lead wires to   excessive shock or vibration during use.  excessive shock or vibration may cause fatigue   destruction of lead wires mounted on the circuit   board.  please take measures to hold a capacitor on the   circuit boards by adhesive, molding resin or another  coating.  please confirm there is no influence of holding   measures on the product with the intended equipment.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. operating and storage environment  the insulating coating of capacitors does not form a   perfect seal; therefore, do not use or store   capacitors in a corrosive atmosphere, especially   where chloride gas, sulfide gas, acid, alkali, salt   or the like are present. also, avoid exposure to   moisture. before cleaning, bonding or molding this   product, verify that these processes do not affect   product quality by testing the performance of a   cleaned, bonded or molded product in the intended   equipment. store the capacitors where the   temperature and relative humidity do not exceed -10   to 40 degrees centigrade and 15 to 85%.  use capacitors within 6 months after delivery.  check the solderability after 6 months or more.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. 1. vibration and impact     do not expose a capacitor or its lead wires to      excessive shock or vibration during use.     excessive shock or vibration may cause fatigue      destruction of lead wires mounted on the circuit      board.     please take measures to hold a capacitor on the      circuit boards by adhesive, molding resin or another     coating.     please confirm there is no influence of holding      measures on the product with the intended equipment. 2. soldering     when soldering this product to a pcb/pwb, do not      exceed the solder heat resistance specification of     the capacitor. subjecting this product to excessive     heating could melt the internal junction solder and     may result in thermal shocks that can crack the      ceramic element.     soldering the capacitor with a soldering iron should      be performed in following conditions.       temperature of iron-tip: 400 degrees c. max.       soldering iron wattage: 50w max.       soldering time: 3.5 sec. max. 3. bonding, resin molding and coating     for bonding, molding or coating this product, verify      that these processes do not affect the quality of the      capacitor by testing the performance of the bonded,     molded or coated product in the intended equipment.      when the amount of applications, dryness/hardening     conditions of adhesives and molding resins containing     organic solvents (ethyl acetate, methyl ethyl ketone,     toluene, etc). are unsuitable, the outer coating resin      of a capacitor is damaged by the organic solvents and      it may result, worst case, in a short circuit.     the variation in thickness of adhesive, molding resin      or coating may cause outer coating resin cracking      and/or ceramic element cracking of a capacitor in a      temperature cycling. 4. treatment after bonding, resin molding and coating     when the outer coating is hot (over 100 degrees c.)      after soldering, it becomes soft and fragile.      therefore, please be careful not to give it mechanical      stress.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 high voltage ceramic capacitors notice 67 11 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   notice (soldering and mounting) cleaning (ultrasonic cleaning)  to perform ultrasonic cleaning, observe the following  conditions.  rinse bath capacity: output of 20 watts per liter or less.  rinsing time: 5 min. maximum.  do not vibrate the pcb/pwb directly.  excessive ultrasonic cleaning may lead to fatigue  destruction of the lead wires. n   notice (rating) capacitance change of capacitors  1. dea/dec/def series (temp. char. ch, sl)      capacitance might change a little depending on the      surrounding temperature or an applied voltage.       please contact us if you intend to use this       product in a strict time constant circuit.  2. deb/dec series (temp. char. b, e, f)      capacitors have an aging characteristic, whereby       the capacitor continually decreases its       capacitance slightly if the capacitor is left on       for a long time. moreover, capacitance might change       greatly depending on the surrounding temperature or       an applied voltage. therefore, it is not likely to be       suitable for use in a time constant circuit.       please contact us if you need detailed information.  3. deh/des series      capacitance might change greatly depending on the      surrounding temperature or an applied voltage.       therefore, it is not likely to be suitable for use in a        time constant circuit. please contact us if you need       detailed information.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 68 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. safety standard certified ceramic capacitors for automotive type kj -iec60384-14 class x1, y2- n   features 1. capacitors designed for ac line filters for phev/ev. 2. meet aec-q200 3. heat cycle: 1000cycle (-55/+125 deg.) 4. class x1/y2 capacitors certified by ul/enec(vde).  5. rated voltage: ac300v 6. coated with flame-retardant epoxy resin      (conforming to ul94v-0 standard). 7. available product for rohs restriction      (eu directive 2002/95/ec). 8. taping available for automatic insertion. n   applications 1. ideal for use as y capacitors for ac line filters      and primary-secondary coupling on battery chargers      for phev/ev. 2. ideal for use as a filter capacitor for dc-dc      converters for phev/ev and hev. ? f 1.0 (in mm) d max. 25.0 min. e t max. 3.0 max. lead code coating extension e a3 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp long (a3) ? f 0.8 d max. e t max. 3.0 max. 5.0 1.0 (in mm) lead code coating extension e b3 up to the end of crimp ? 0.6 0.05 [bulk] vertical crimp short (b3) n   standard certification standard no. rated voltage certified no. ul enec (vde) e37921 40031217 ac300v(r.m.s.) ul 60384-14 en 60384-14 n   marking t manufactured date code class code          x1y2 rated voltage mark           300~ e capacitance tolerance w nominal capacitance (marked with 3 figures) q type designation   kj r company name code        : made in thailand 472m kj300~ x1 y2 15 1d q w e r t example item 15 part number ac rated voltage (vac) temp. char. capacitance (pf) body dia. d (mm) lead spacing f (mm) body thickness t (mm) lead package long bulk lead package short bulk lead package taping (1) de6b3kj101kppp 300 b 100  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6b3kj151kppp 300 b 150  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6b3kj221kppp 300 b 220  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6b3kj331kppp 300 b 330  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6b3kj471kppp 300 b 470  10% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6b3kj681kppp 300 b 680  10% 9 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6e3kj102mppp 300 e 1000  20% 7 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6e3kj152mppp 300 e 1500  20% 8 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6e3kj222mppp 300 e 2200  20% 9 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6e3kj332mppp 300 e 3300  20% 10 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a de6e3kj472mppp 300 e 4700  20% 12 max. 7.5 7.0 max. a3b b3b n3a three blank columns are filled with the lead and packaging codes. please refer to the 3 columns on the right for the appropriate code. murata part numbers might be changed depending on lead code or any other changes. therefore, please specify only the type name (kj) and capacitance of products in the parts list when it is required for applying safety standard of electric equipment.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type kj for automotive specifications and test methods as shown in the figure, the lead  wires should be immersed in  solder of 260 5c up to 1.5 to  2.0mm from the root of terminal for  10 1 sec. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at  125 3c for 1 hr., then placed at room condition* for 24 2  hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 9 resistance to  soldering  heat appearance no marked defect i.r. 1000m min. capacitance change within  10% dielectric strength per item 6                   thermal screen capacitor 1.5 to 2.0mm molten solder continued on the following page. char. specifications d.f.v2.5% b, e char. capacitance change within  10% within  +20 ?5 % b e type test voltage ac2600v(r.m.s.) kj step temperature (?) 20 2 -25 2 20 2 85 2 20 2 1 2 3 4 5 type test voltage ac2600v(r.m.s.) kj * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa should be placed into steam aging for 8 hrs. 15 min. after the  steam aging, the lead wire of a capacitor should be dipped into  an ethanol solution of 25% rosin and then into molten solder for  5+0/-0.5 sec. the depth of immersion is up to about 1.5 to 2.0mm from the  root of lead wires. temp. of solder: lead free solder (sn-3ag-0.5cu) 245 5c h63 eutectic solder 235 5c 8 solderability lead wire should be soldered with uniform coating  on the axial direction over 3/4 of the circumferential  direction. the capacitance measurement should be made at each step  specified in table 3. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. 
 7 temperature characteristics      (temp. range: -25 to +85c) the capacitor should not be damaged when the test voltages  from table 1 are applied between the lead wires for 60 sec. 
 6 dielectric  strength between lead  wires no failure body insulation no failure first, the terminals of the capacitor  should be connected together. then,  as shown in the figure at right, a metal  foil should be closely wrapped around  the body of the capacitor to the  distance of about 3 to 4mm from  each terminal. then, the capacitor should be inserted  into a container filled with metal balls  of about 1mm diameter. finally, ac  voltage from table 2 is applied for 60 sec. between the  capacitor lead wires and metal balls. 
 the insulation resistance should be measured with  dc500 50v within 60 5 sec. of charging. the voltage should be applied to the capacitor through a  resistor of 1m. 5 insulation resistance (i.r.) 10000m min. 4 dissipation factor (d.f.) the dissipation factor should be measured at 20?c with  1 0.1khz and ac5v(r.m.s.) max. 3 capacitance within specified tolerance the capacitor should be visually inspected. 2 marking to be easily legible the capacitor should be visually inspected for evidence of  defect. dimensions should be measured with slide calipers. 1 appearance and dimensions no visible defect, and dimensions are within  specified range. no. test method specifications item operating temperature range: -40 to +125c metal foil about 3 to 4mm metal balls type kj specifications and test methods 69 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type kj for automotive specifications and test methods applied voltage ac510v(r.m.s.), except that once each hour the voltage  is increased to ac1000v(r.m.s.) for 0.1 sec. impulse voltage each individual capacitor should be subjected to a 5kv  impulses for three times. then the capacitors are applied to life  test. front time (t 1 ) =1.2s=1.67t time to half-value (t 2 ) =50s apply a voltage from table 4 for 1000 hrs. at 125+2/-0c, and  relative humidity of 50% max. 
 pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 14 life appearance no marked defect i.r. 3000m min. capacitance change within  20% dielectric strength per item 6 30 0 t 50 90 100 (%) t t 2 t 1 apply the rated voltage for 1000 12 hrs. at 85 3c in 80 to  85% relative humidity. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment: capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 13 humidity loading appearance no marked defect d.f. capacitance change i.r. 3000m min. char. capacitance change within  10% within  15% b e char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e set the capacitor for 1000 12 hrs. at 85 3c in 80 to 85%  relative humidity. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. before initial measurements. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 1 to 2 hrs. at room condition.* 12 humidity (under  steady  state) appearance no marked defect i.r. 3000m min. d.f. capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 char. capacitance change within  10% within  15% b e char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e solder the capacitor and gum  up the body to the test jig (glass epoxy board) by  resin (adhesive). three shocks in each direction should be applied along 3  mutually perpendicular axes to and from of the test specimen  (18 shocks). the specified test pulse should be half-sine and should have a  duration: 0.5ms, peak value: 100g and velocity change: 4.7m/s. 11 mechanical  shock appearance no marked defect d.f. capacitance within the specified tolerance i.r. 10000m min. 10 vibration appearance no marked defect solder the capacitor and gum  up the body to the test jig  (glass epoxy board) by resin  (adhesive). the capacitor should be firmly soldered to the supporting lead  wire, 1.5mm in total amplitude, with about a 20 minutes rate of  vibration change from 10hz to 2000hz and back to 10hz. this motion should be applied 12 times in each of 3 mutually  perpendicular directions (total of 36 times).  the acceleration is 5g max. continued from the preceding page. continued on the following page. capacitance within the specified tolerance d.f. char. specifications d.f.v2.5% b, e char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa no. test method specifications item resin (adhesive) resin (adhesive) type kj specifications and test methods 70 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type kj for automotive specifications and test methods the capacitor under test should be held in the flame in the  position that best promotes burning. each specimen should  only be exposed once to the flame. time of exposure to flame:  30 sec. length of flame : 12  1mm gas burner : length 35mm min.   inside dia. 0.5  0.1mm   outside dia. 0.9mm max. gas : butane gas purity 95% min. 18 passive flammability the burning time should not exceed 30 sec. the tissue paper should not ignite. about 8mm 200t5mm test specimen tissue about 10mm thick board 45 continued from the preceding page. cycle time (sec.) 30 max. 60 max. 1 to 4 5 continued on the following page. * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa the capacitor should be individually wrapped in at least one,   but not more than two, complete layers of cheesecloth. the  capacitor should be subjected to 20 discharges. the interval  between successive discharges should be 5 sec. the u ac   should be maintained for 2 min. after the last discharge. c 1,2 : 1f 10% c 3 : 0.033f 5% 10kv l 1 to 4 : 1.5mh 20% 16a rod core choke c t : 3f 5% 10kv r : 100 ? 2% c x : capacitor under test u ac : u r  5% f : fuse, rated 10a u r : rated voltage u t : voltage applied to c t 17 active flammability the cheesecloth should not catch on fire. as shown in the figure at right, fix the body  of the capacitor and apply a tensile weight  gradually to each lead wire in the radial  direction of the capacitor up to 10n and keep  it for 10 1 sec. 16 robustness  of  terminations tensile lead wire should not be cut off. capacitor should  not be broken. bending each lead wire should be subjected to 5n of weight and bent  90 at the point of egress, in one direction, then returend to  its original position and bent 90 in the opposite direction at the  rate of one bend in 2 to 3 sec. the capacitor should be subjected to applied flame for 15 sec.  and then removed for 15 sec. until 5 cycles are completed. 15 flame test the capacitor flame extinguishes as follows. no. test method specifications item u x 5kv time w capacitor flame 76 20 38 127 gas burner: inside dia. 9.5 (in mm) u t c t c x c 3 c 2 l 1 l 3 l 2 r l 4 c 1 s 2 tr s 1 u ac f oscilloscope type kj specifications and test methods 71 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type kj for automotive specifications and test methods apply the rated voltage and dc1.3+0.2/-0v (add 6.8k resistor)  at 85 3c and 80 to 85% humidity for 1000 12 hrs. pre-treatment: capacitor should be stored at 125 3c for 1hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 23 biased  humidity appearance no marked defect d.f. capacitance change i.r. 3000m min. char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e per mil-std-202 method 215 solvent 1: 1 part (by volume) of isopropyl alcohol 3 parts (by volume) of mineral spirits solvent 2: terpene defluxer solvent 3: 42 parts (by volume) of water 1 part (by volume) of propylene glycol  monomethyl ether 1 part (by volume) of monoethanolomine 22 resistance to  solvents appearance no marked defect d.f. capacitance change i.r. 3000m min. char. capacitance change within  10% within  20% b e char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e char. capacitance change within  10% within  15% b e char. capacitance change within  10% within  20% b e char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e step temperature (?) -55+0/-3 125+3/-0 time (min) 30 30 1 2 the capacitor should be subjected to 300 cycles. pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 125 3?c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 21 thermal  shock appearance no marked defect except color change of outer  coating. d.f. capacitance change i.r. 3000m min. set the capacitor for 1000 12 hrs. at 150 3c. pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 125 3?c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 20 high  temperature  exposure  (storage) capacitance change within  20% continued from the preceding page. char. capacitance change within  10% within  20% b e char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e step temperature (?) -55+0/-3 room temp. 125+3/-0 room temp. time (min) 30 3 30 3 1 2 3 4 * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa the capacitor should be subjected to 1000 temperature cycles. cycle time: 1000 cycles pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 125 3?c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 19 temperature  cycle appearance no marked defect i.r. 3000m min. d.f. capacitance change dielectric strength per item 6 no. test method specifications item char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e d.f. i.r. 1000m min. continued on the following page. type kj specifications and test methods 72 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety standard certified type kj for automotive specifications and test methods char. capacitance change within  10% within  20% b e char. specifications d.f.v5.0% b, e apply 24 hrs. of heat (25 to 65c) and humidity (80 to 98%)  treatment shown below, 10 consecutive times. pre-treatment:  capacitor should be stored at 125 3?c for 1 hr., then placed  at room condition* for 24 2 hrs. post-treatment:  capacitor should be stored for 24 2 hrs. at room condition.* 24 moisture  resistance appearance no marked defect d.f. capacitance change i.r. 3000m min. c 70 65 60 55 50 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 -5 -10 humidity 90-98% humidity 80-98% humidity 90-98% humidity 80-98% humidity 90-98% +10 -2 c initial measurement temperature one cycle 24 hours 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 hours continued from the preceding page. * "room condition" temperature: 15 to 35c, relative humidity: 45 to 75%, atmospheric pressure: 86 to 106kpa no. test method specifications item type kj specifications and test methods 73 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 74 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   capacitance - temperature characteristics b b e temperature (c) -40 40 20 0 -20 -40 -60 -80 -100 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 cap. change (%) e n   insertion loss - frequency characteristics  0 10 20 30 40 50 1 10 100 1000 frequency (mhz) insertion loss (db) type kj signal power: 1mw ac240v(r.m.s.) / 60hz is applied on the capacitor. (1) 100pf (2) 220pf (3) 470pf (4) 1000pf (5) 2200pf (6) 4700pf (6) (5) (4) (3) (1) (2) n   leakage current characteristics 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c ac voltage    : 60hz temperature : 25c type kj (b char.) type kj (e char.) ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] ac voltage [v(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] leakage current [ma(r.m.s.)] 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 470pf 4700pf 2200pf 1000pf 220pf 100pf safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive characteristics data (typical example)

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 item pitch of component pitch of sprocket hole lead spacing length from hole center to component center length from hole center to lead body diameter deviation along tape, left or right carrier tape width position of sprocket hole lead distance between reference and bottom planes protrusion length diameter of sprocket hole lead diameter total tape thickness total thickness, tape and lead wire body thickness portion to cut in case of defect hold down tape width hold down tape position coating extension on lead deviation across tape, front deviation across tape, rear p p 0 f p 2 p 1 d ?s w w 1 h 0 r ? 0 ? t 1 t 2 t l w 0 w 2 e ?h 1 ?h 2 15.0 2.0 15.0 0.3   7.5 1.0   7.5 1.5 3.75 1.0 0 2.0 see the individual product specifications. 18.0 0.5 9.0 0.5 2.0 max. (in mm) n3 code 18.0         +2.0 ? +0.5 to -1.0 4.0 0.1 0.6 0.3 1.5 max. 7.0 max. 11.0         11.5 min. 1.5 1.5 +0 ?.0     15mm pitch / lead spacing 7.5mm taping     vertical crimp type     (lead code: n3) 0.6 0.05 l p 1 p 2 p 0 p d ?s f ? ? 0 r w 0 w 2 w 1 w  e h 0 * t 2 t 1 up to the end of crimp 3.0 max. h 0 n   taping specifications t max. ?h 1 ?h 2 o *  marked side taping bulk polyethylene bag ammo pack n   packaging styles n   minimum quantity (order in sets only) 7 to 10 12 body dia. d (mm) 250 200 lead code a3 500 250 lead code b3 long short [bulk] (pcs./bag) [taping] lead code: n3 700pcs./ammo pack safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive packaging 75 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 when dc-rated capacitors are to be used in ac or ripple  current circuits, be sure to maintain the vp-p value of the  applied voltage or the vo-p that contains dc bias within  the rated voltage range.  when the voltage is applied to the circuit, starting or  stopping may generate irregular voltage for a transit  period because of resonance or switching.  be sure to  use a capacitor with a rated voltage range that includes  these irregular voltages. voltage positional  measurement dc voltage dc+ac voltage ac voltage pulse voltage (1) pulse voltage (2) v 0 -p v 0 -p vp-p vp-p vp-p 1. operating voltage keep the surface temperature of a capacitor below the  upper limit of its rated operating temperature range. be  sure to take into account the heat generated by the  capacitor itself. when the capacitor is used in a high- frequency current, pulse current or similar current, it may  have self-generated heat due to dielectric loss. applied  voltage load should be such that self-generated heat is  within 20c under the condition where the capacitor is  subjected to an atmospheric temperature of 25c. when  measuring, use a thermocouple of small thermal  capacity-k of ?.1mm under conditions where the  capacitor is not affected by radiant heat from other  components or wind from surroundings. excessive heat  may lead to deterioration of the capacitor's characteristics  and reliability. (never attempt to perform measurement  with the cooling fan running. otherwise, accurate  measurement cannot be ensured.) 2. operating temperature and self-generated heat test equipment for ac withstanding voltage should be  used with the performance of the wave similar to  50/60hz sine wave. if the distorted sine wave or overload exceeding the  specified voltage value is applied, a defect may be  caused. 3. test condition for withstanding voltage (1) test equipment continued on the following page. n   !caution (rating) safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive !caution 76 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 continued from the preceding page. when the withstanding voltage is applied, the capacitor's  lead or terminal should be firmly connected to the output  of the withstanding voltage test equipment, and then the  voltage should be raised from near zero to the test  voltage. if the test voltage without the raise from near zero voltage  would be applied directly to capacitor, test voltage should  be applied with the zero cross.* at the end of the test   time, the test voltage should be reduced to near zero,  and then capacitor's lead or terminal should be taken off  the output of the withstanding voltage test equipment. if the test voltage without the raise from near zero voltage  would be applied directly to capacitor, the surge voltage  may rise, and therefore, a defect may be caused. *zero cross is the point where voltage sine wave  passes 0v.  see the figure at right. (2) voltage applied method 0v zero cross voltage sine wave when the capacitor is broken, failure may result in a short  circuit. be sure to provide an appropriate fail-safe  function like a fuse on your product if failure could result  in an electric shock, fire or fuming. failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. 4. fail-safe safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive !caution 77 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive !caution 78 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   !caution (storage and operating condition) n   !caution (soldering and mounting) n   !caution (handling) vibration and impact  do not expose a capacitor or its lead wires to   excessive shock or vibration during use.  excessive shock or vibration may cause fatigue   destruction of lead wires mounted on the circuit   board.  please take measures to hold a capacitor on the   circuit boards by adhesive, molding resin or another   coating.  please confirm there is no influence of holding   measures on the product with the intended equipment.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. 1. vibration and impact     do not expose a capacitor or its lead wires to      excessive shock or vibration during use.     excessive shock or vibration may cause fatigue      destruction of lead wires mounted on the circuit      board.     please take measures to hold a capacitor on the      circuit boards by adhesive, molding resin or another      coating.     please confirm there is no influence of holding      measures on the product with the intended equipment. 2. soldering     when soldering this product to a pcb/pwb, do not      exceed the solder heat resistance specifications of     the capacitor. subjecting this product to excessive      heating could melt the internal junction solder and      may result in thermal shocks that can crack the      ceramic element.     soldering the capacitor with a soldering iron should      be performed in the following conditions.       temperature of iron-tip: 400 degrees c. max.       soldering iron wattage: 50w max.       soldering time: 3.5 sec. max. 3. bonding, resin molding and coating     for bonding, molding or coating this product, verify      that these processes do not affect the quality of the      capacitor by testing the performance of the bonded,     molded or coated product in the intended equipment.      when the amount of applications, dryness/hardening     conditions of adhesives and molding resins containing     organic solvents (ethyl acetate, methyl ethyl ketone,      toluene, etc). are unsuitable, the outer coating resin      of a capacitor is damaged by the organic solvents and      it may result, worst case, in a short circuit.     the variation in thickness of adhesive, molding resin      or coating may cause outer coating resin cracking     and/or ceramic element cracking of a capacitor in a      temperature cycling. 4. treatment after bonding, resin molding and coating     when the outer coating is hot (over 100 degrees c.)      after soldering, it becomes soft and fragile.      therefore, please be careful not to give it mechanical      stress.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used. operating and storage environment  the insulating coating of capacitors does not form a   perfect seal; therefore, do not use or store   capacitors in a corrosive atmosphere, especially   where chloride gas, sulfide gas, acid, alkali, salt   or the like are present. also, avoid exposure to   moisture. before cleaning, bonding, or molding this   product, verify that these processes do not affect   product quality by testing the performance of a   cleaned, bonded or molded product in the intended   equipment. store the capacitors where the   temperature and relative humidity do not exceed -10   to 40 degrees centigrade and 15 to 85%.  use capacitors within 6 months after delivery.  check the solderability after 6 months or more.   failure to follow the above cautions may  result, worst case, in a short circuit  and cause fuming or partial dispersion  when the product is used.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 safety certified ceramic capacitors for automotive notice 79 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. n   notice (soldering and mounting) cleaning (ultrasonic cleaning)  to perform ultrasonic cleaning, observe the following  conditions.  rinse bath capacity: output of 20 watts per liter or less.  rinsing time: 5 min. maximum.  do not vibrate the pcb/pwb directly.  excessive ultrasonic cleaning may lead to fatigue  destruction of the lead wires. n   notice (rating) 1. capacitance change of capacitors     capacitors have an aging characteristic, whereby      the capacitor continually decreases its      capacitance slightly if the capacitor is left on      for a long time. moreover, capacitance might      change greatly depending on the surrounding      temperature or an applied voltage. therefore,      it is not likely to be suitable for use in a constant      time circuit.     please contact us if you need detailed information. 2. performance check by equipment     before using a capacitor, check that there is no      problem in the equipment's performance and the      specifications.     generally speaking, class 2 ceramic capacitors      have voltage dependence characteristics and      temperature dependence characteristics in      capacitance. therefore, the capacitance value may      change depending on the operating condition in the      equipment. therefore, be sure to confirm the      apparatus performance of receiving influence in      the capacitance value change of a capacitor,      such as leakage current and noise suppression      characteristic.      moreover, check the surge-proof ability of a      capacitor in the equipment, if needed, because the      surge voltage may exceed specific value by the      inductance of the circuit.

 c85e.pdf jul.13,2011 80 12 !note ?please read rating and !caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc. ?this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. plant applied standard iso9001 izumo murata manufacturing co., ltd. taiwan murata electronics co., ltd. iso9001 murata electronics (thailand), ltd. iso9001    manufacturing plants that produce the products in this     catalog have obtained the iso9000 quality system certificate. safety certified ceramic capacitors/high voltage ceramic capacitors iso9000 certifications

 !note ?please read rating and  ! caution (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in this catalog to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc.  this catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. therefore, please review our product specifications or consult the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. c85e.pdf jul.13,2011
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